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GOVERNOR’S SIGNATURE ON EMERGENCY BILL Brooks
WEDNESDAY ESTABLISHED NEW CITY BUDGET|
YEAR; ADDED TO PORT DISTRICT AUTHORITY

And Witham Win Speaking Contest

PROBLEM OF SIGNS FOR COASTAL
AREA AT SESSION NEXT WEDNESDAY
President Frederic H. Bird of gusta, the need has increased
the Maine Mid-Coast Route 1 greatly.
Persons
engaged
in
Association has called a dinner- serving the tourists, and businessmeeting of all interested persons men in general, have repeatedly
and association members at the pointed to the sharp drop in busiThomdike Hotel at 7 o’clock Wed-, ness experienced the first year
nesday evening.
' the Turnpike extension was opened
Albert Hodson of Portland, a | as tourists were funneled into the
representative of the Employers • center of the state.
Liability Assurance Corporation, j The lure of a super-highway
will apeak.
His subject will be ; stretching ahead and the absence ,
“Highway Safety From An Insur- of signs informing drivers of
ance Man’s Viewpoint”.
1 other roads and
recreationa
Also scheduled to speak is Ralph areas had great bearing on the
W. Bartlett, executive secretary coast’s loss of trade last year,
of the Knox County Industrial and many believe.
Development Association, founder I Work has been done to correct
of the Mid-Coast Association.
this situation, both in legislature
Mr. Bartlett will use a detailed and with the officials of the Maine 1
map of the state’s highway system Turnpike.
Full reports of this
with proposed repair or construe- 1 progress iwi.l be made at thc :
tion projects spotted for compari-1 meeting, according to Mr. Bird
son. The map, he states, has been ,
The meeting will also serve to
prepared from data contained in honor the Governor’s Highway
the Highway Commission’s suffi- Safety Committee which is carry
ciency report presented to legis ing out a ipoweiful program to re
lature.
duce
accidents and resulting
He said Friday that the coastal deaths and injuries on the state's
section of the state was being highways.
shortchanged in road projects the
Under the prcposal outlined by
next two years and commented Bird at a meeting last winter,
that he has shown the same map directional signs for the Coastal
to Governor Muskie in pointing Area would be required not only
out road needs the length of U. 3. on the Turnpike, hut at major
1 in the state.
I trunk h'ghway junctions leading
Notices calling attention to the from the Canadian border, New
meeting indicate that it is a vital Hampshire and Massachusetts,
session at which the group's cam
Needed also would be route
paign for directional signs on markers which would easily take
highways leading into the Coastal drivers through cities and towns
Area (Mil be thotoughly discussed. and direct them to thp feeder
The need for directional signs roads to the coast.
Informing tourists of the coast and
routes available to them has long
been recognized. Since the open Dyer Returns To
ing of the Maine Turnpike to Au-

Fire Department

EXPERIENCED
FEMALE PAYROLL CLERK

WANTED
Apply Personnel Dept.

40 Fathoms

Walter Dyer. 26. of 6 Brick street
was named to fill one of the two
vacant posts on the Rockland Fire
Department, it was announced this
week. He assumed duties Thurs
day and was extended with his
one year seniority.
Dyer previously served one year

Fisheries, Inc.
79 Mechanic St.

Rockland
41-42

YOUNG MEN WANTED
Between the WM 20 and 30 to learn a trade. Must be
hieh school eradnatex and have completed military training.
Ideal year "round working conditions with paid holidays, paid
vacations and liberal insurance benefits.

- OPEN SHOP CONTACT MR. RUSH - PERSONNEL OFFICE
BONNAR VAWTER INCORPORATED
NEW COUNTY ROAD, ROCKLAND
42-44
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FLAG TO FLY DAILY OVER WARREN
MONUMENT LOT WITH SCOUTS OF

TOWN PLEDGED TO THE DUTY
Milton Wooster. Scoutmaster, 10 years.
Since her death, the
and Norman Peabody, Assistant flag has been raised by her hus
Scoutmaster, are arranging a flag band. on the national holidays.
With the Boy Scouts taking over
raising ceremony at the Veterans’
this privilege, the flag will be fly
Monument in Warren Sunday ing each day at the monument
morning at 9 o’clock. Each fol lot.
lowing day,’ the flag will be
Mr. and Mrs. William Stickney
flown, with two Scouts taking on of Framingham, Mass., son and
this duty each week.
daughter-in-law of Mr. and Mrs.
The flag now being used, was Joseph Stickney, have stated their
the gift to the town of Jesse A. wishes to replace the present flag,
Mills and Joseph Stickney, in when needed.
memory cf their wives, who were
An invitation is extended to the
active members of the E. A. Star public to attend the exercises
rett Sons of Union Veterans* Sunday morning. Following the
Auxiliary. Mrs. Jesse Mills had flag raising, the Scouts will attend
been custodian of thc flag and the 10 a. m. service at the Bap
raised it each national holiday for tist Church in a body.

Governor Edmund S. Muskie the matter. Rights of appeal are plus.
The funds will remain in sur
signed into law at 1 p. m. Wednes fully established to protect pro
plus only as an accounting mea
day Legislative Document 1319, perty owners.
No property of the City or a sure, for they will be promptly
An Act to Amend and Supplement
public service corporation, re- applied to the new budget for the
the Charter of the Rockland Poit qUjrej for use j„ the public serv- newly approved fiscal year start
District and the Charter of the ice, may be taken under thc ing Jan. 1.
A second budget will be drawn
City of Rockland.
terms of the bill.
Passed in legislature, as an
Property held by the Port Dis- this year and be prepared for aptrict will be free from municipal j proval by the Friday preceding
emergency measure, its provisions
the third Monday of December.
taxes.
became effective upon signing.
Still another section gives the Funds which will become surplus
One phase of the bill permits City Council the right to call a on Dec. 31 will be considerd in
the transfer of city owned pro special election to fill a vacancy drawing up the new budget and
perty at Schofield-White Park to on the Council, even though th< will become available to meet de
the Rockland Port District for use the vacancy occurs less than six mands of the new budget on the
as an island boat wharf and ter months prior to the next nfunici- first day of the year.
minal.
City Manager Allen points out
pal election. Legislation previous
Another gives the Rockland Port ly in effect permitted a special that the new fiscal year is design
District the right to construct and election only if the vacancy occur- ed to put the city finances on a
maintain
commercial
wharves ed prior to six months before the basis whereby funds being collect
and terminal buildings and to con- next election.
ed in taxes will be paying for
duct such a business within thc
received
A change in the fiscal year of services then being
city. Also, it restricts the City the City of Rockland was ap through the budget then in force.
from such activities, except for proved and now establishes with In the past, taxpayers were pay
landings for recreational purposes, the calendar year rather than ing for municipal services re
town landings and bathing from July 1 as has been, the case ceived the year before. Approach
beeches.
since the new charter went into ing the situation differently, bud
Also, the District is given the effect in 1946. In thc future, the gets approved in any one year
right to take property necessary municipal budget year will start were not assessed until the follow
to its operation by eminent do- on Jan. 1 and end on Dec. 31.
ing year.
main. Property owners are proCity Manager Lloyd Allen ex
The final item in the bill pro
tected with established require- plains that the annual budget of vides -that receipts from parking
ments for notice of intended action the City will be approved in June meters will be directed to the gen
through a newspaper, or by per- of this year as usual. On Dec. 31. eral fund of the city. Previously,
sonal service, no less than 14 days that budget will be terminated and they were directed to the Police
prior to the date of a hearing on unexpended funds directed to sur- .Department fund.

MID-COAST ASSN. GETS DOWN TO

17.50
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MAINE PORT AUTHORITY IS READY

AND WILLING TO ACCEPT TASK OF
OPERATING PROPOSED FERRIES

President Donald Laughlin of ference with the board members
the Maine Port Authority said Fri Monday.
Mr. Libby presented a revised
Leonard Osier, Thomaston High speaking coach and committee member arranging for th«» Thursday day that his organization would
night Knox-Lincoln M School League Speaking Contest, presents the first place medals to Eleanor Brooks be ready and willing to accept the legislative document which would
of Thomaston High and Barry Witham of Lincoln Academy.
Photo by McKeon
make the Maine Port Authority
responsibilities of establishing and
the operating organization for tho
Miss Eleanor Brooks, a Thom
Judges included Katherine Dun- I Arranging for the event were
operating the Penobscot Bay ferry service, rather than tha
aston High pupil, and Barry With can. Lincoln Johnson and Norma Leonard Osier of Thomaston.
ferries
if and when the project State Highway Commission as
Conners, all of Rockland High Charles Begley of Waldoboro and
am of Lincoln Academy were
"’as originally written.
School.
Mrs. Cecil Witham of Wiscasset. is approved.
chosen first place winners of the
Edward Langlois, executive secThe change, which is heralded
Medals
were
presented
to
the
Second place winners and their
first
annual
Knox-Lincoln
M
retary of the Authority which a* a practical one, was touched
winners.
speeches
were:
Dean
Shea
of
Wis

School League Speaking Contest
Camden High School, thc sixth manages the Maine State Pier at off at the Highway Committee
held Thursday night at the Thom casset, “As Others See Us”, and team in thc league, was unable to Portland, said that A. Everett hearing at Augusta recently on
aston H.gh School auditorium be Judith Spear of Waldoboro High, participate in the contest.
Libby of Vinalhaven was in con- the $2,500,000 bond issue when
fore a gathering of students and “In Rebecca’s Room”.
Max Wilder, bridge engineer for
Third place winners were: Craig
parents.
the Highway Commission ob
on the department leaving in April
Miss Brooks was chosen by the Sproul of Boothbay Harbor, “Joe STILPHEN WITHDRAWS PROPOSAL
served that the Highway Com
of 1956. He has been employed board of Rockland High instruc- Salvin’’, and Joyce MacDonald cf
mission might not be the proper
TO
OBTAIN
FUNDS
FOR
PRIMARY
Lincoln
Academy,
“
Death
of
in Dover. N. H.
! t01'9 j“d«tnK thp event, for her
organization to operate the mari
rendition of “The Blessed Damsel” Stonewall Jackson”.
time project.
One other post on the departROADS THROUGH TOURIST TAX
Other contestants included: Paul
■ by Sara Jane Montgomery.
Andrew Sides of Rockville, a
ment is still vacant and applicawitham took thp flrst plaee Ppot Baines of Thomaston, Peggy Lam
Representative Car! Stilphen of $2,000,000 each year of the next memj.er
of the Maine Port
tions for the position are available' for his offering of Clarence Dar- son of Wiscasset, Carol Lane of Rockland has announced that he two years for improvements on
Authority and a shipbuilder and
at thp office of c„y Manager ,.ows -Defense of William Hay- Boothbay Harbor and Jeffrey is to amend his bill in legislature Maine's primary roads.
.
.
.
”
,
,
.
marine authority of many years
Uoyd K Allen
i wood”
Huntsman ’•of Waldoboro.
which was designed to raise ) The bill called for a two per cent
standing, also spoke, He offered
__
_
‘__________________________________________________________________
I tax on fees paid for hotel and tour- ! ,hp fu„ facllitlps of thp Authorlt
ists accommodations as well as ,„
hp project. Many u
___i__ him
to ,the
hearing
apartments occupied less than six felt that at that time he indicated
months. It directed that this in- the willingness of the Authority to
| come go through the state tax
take on the task if requested to do
j office and to the state treasurer to so.
I the highway fund, earmarked for
Prior to the Augusta meeting,
the primary road program.
members of the Authority had
The Maine Hotel Association is
met in Rockland with proponents
known to have been prepared to
of the ferries to serve Vinalhaven,
strongly oppose this tax when it
North Haven, Islesboro and Swans
came up for legislative hearing.
Island.
The idea of the tax was not a
Mr. Laughlin pointed out that
new one as a similar one is levied
his organization agreed to permit
in other sections of the nation.
the revised bill to be presented to
Also, the possibilities of such a
legislature, naming the Authority
tax were being considered at Au
as the operating agency.
gusta as legislators cast about for
The bill calls for the state to
new sources of revenue to meet
steadily increasing costs of state lend its credit to a $2,500,000 bond
issue with which to build two 135
government.
Stilphen will present his bill for foot ferrie» to run from Rockland
the primary road improvement lo the islands’ a newer and larger
appropriation, but will delete the replacement for the Governor
tax proposal. He had looked to Brann which runs from Lincoln
Route 1 improvements, over and ville to Islesboro; and a fourth to
above those outlined in the pro serve Swans Island with a Mt. De
gram of the next two years sub sert connection.

Firemen Hosts To 150 At Baked Bean Supper

A small group of thc 150 Koekland businessmen who gathered
Thursday night for thc Koekland Eire* Department annual banquet
are shown receiving generous helpings of beans and frankfurters.
Walters are: Volunteer Fireman George Brackett, l« ft, and regular
fireman Richard Luce, right. Seated, from thc left, are: Herbert ( .
Newbegin, president of the Knox County Trust Company; David »L

(onnelly, manager of the Van Baalen Heilbrun \ Company; Harold
I*. Fowlie of the Green Island Packing Company; Edwin E. Witham,
president of the Green Island Packing Coinpuny; Dr. Rupert L.
Stratton, dentist; and Edward K. Ladd, treasurer of tin* D C. Ladd
and Sons insurance firm.
Photo by McKeon

A group of about 150 Rockland I Six target areas in Maine, Hesbusiness men were fed beans and kitt pointed out included the
frankfurters and furnished two Limestone Air Force Base which
hours of relaxation at the Rock- is the site of the country’s northland Fire Department’s annual ern interceptor command; Dow
banquet held at thc
firehouse Air Force Base in Bangor. AuThursday night.
gusta (to disrupt the state governA crew of about 30 regular and mentt. the Naval Air Station at
volunteer firemen kept plates full Brunswick which is the North Atand coffee cups steaming during lantic submarine net station, the
the dinner as guests heard a talk highly populated Portland aiea.
by Gen. William Heskitt, Maine and Kittery where the new StrateSurvival Project Manager for Na- gic Air Command base is located,
tional Civil Defense Headquarters.
Heskitt pointed out that because
Heskitt detailed for his listeners of the modern developments of
thc six critical target areas in weapons and their means of atMaine and explained that a warn- taek. no military man would claim
ing period of about three hours that every attacking aircraft could
coul(l be expected in event of at- be shot down. However, any attack. In this period, residents of tack by Russia, he explained.
the A and B Zone of the four zones would have to be wholesale in thc
of a target area could be evacuat- initial wave to be successful.
ed in two hours and 20 minutes
In the hydrogen bomb, he Said.
such as Portland. Outer zones we actually have an atom bomb

pared to the one-half mile blast upon his senior officers: Volunteer
aiea with the atom bomb.
Chief Bertram Snow, regular deBeyond Ihe A zone, the blast et- partment Assistant Chief Lewis
feet would diminish to 10 pounds Phillips and Capt. James York,
pressure per square inch while the and theRockland Fire Prevention
average home is built for a 40 Committee of five members for
pound per square inchpressure. : special
recognition by the busiHeskitt emphasized the need to nessmen.
utilize government workers, such
Area fire chiefs attending the
as state employees in agencies dinner included: Edwin Anderson
that could be suspended temporar- of Thomaston. Robert Perry of
ily for emergency work in event Rockpoit. Harry Burns of Union.
of attack. He pointed out that the Bertrand Eugley of Lincolnville,
state has 115 fish and game ward- Earl Montgomery of Owls Head.
ens, with two way radios, who Allen Payson of Camden and his
might be of valuable assistance, first assistant
chief.
Richard
These employees are part of the Moody, and Chief Benjamin Ftates
proposed government plan in case of Bath.
of emergency.
The dinner, as explained by
Also speaking was City Council Manager Allen, is actually a conChairman Henry Marsh. Master tinuation of the old public clam
of ceremonies was City Manager chowder dinners dating back to
Lloyd K. Allen.
| the Rockland Volunteer fire com-'
Fire Chief Wesley Knight con- panies. The banquet has not been

would not be evacuated,
plained.

he

ex- trigger with a five mile blast area, gratulated his department on the held in recent years but was re
: This would be the A zone as com- success of the evening and called < vived this year by Chief Knight.

It has yet to go to vote in legiemitted by the State Highway Com
mission. However, the fund is not la,Ure "hich *• waiting the report
restricted to Route 1. but could be Of ,he Highway Committee. Should
used to the advantage of any of (he 'effislature approve, the bill
would then go before the voters
the state's primary roads.
Such funds would be expended Ot ,he state in a refe«ndum elecwithout federal government joint tion n< xt SePtemberaid. By this, the state would be
At the leKislative hearing, profree to use its own methods of con- Ponents °r ’he ferry services to
stniction, which have been de-’ the loul i,lands presented figures
scribed by Highway Commissioner 8UPPortinr fheir contention that
Stevens as being more economical income from freight, mail and
and adequate for primary roads. passengers would be sufficient to
Mr. Stilphen commented Friday meet a11 ’Jond payments and opthat in his belief the fund for era,e the ferries.

primary roads proposed by him
could be included in the bond issue
which is to be established for
roads generally in the state.
In promoting the appropriation,
he said he will look to other sec- ■
tions of the state with primary
road difficulties, such as exist on
Route 1. to support him as all will
be eligible for help under the
terms of the bill.
"It is the only chance Route 1
kag
gPtting any special assist

ance". he noted; observing that
he felt thc proposal had a chance
of going places and that it would
have the support of legislators
from other resort areas.

FRESH

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
If I had my life to live again,
I would have made a rule to read
some poetry and listen to some
music at leaet once a week. The
oss of these tastes Is a lots of

MAX’S INHUMANITY TO MAX

Many and sharp the numerous ills
Inwoven with our frame;
More pointed still, we make our
selves
Regret, remorse and shame;
And man, whose heaven-erected
face
The smiles of love adorn.
Man’s inhumanity to man
Makes
countless thousand*
mourn.
Robert Bums.

CUT
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SET UP FOUR TEAM TWI CIRCUIT

THE COURIER-GAZETTE
Editor and Publisher. John M. Richardson
Three Times a Week
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Limerock Gazette was established in 1846. In 1874
The Courier was established and consolidated with the
Gazette in 1882. The Free Press was established in 1855,
and in 1891 changed its name to the Tribune. These papers
consolidated March 17. 1897.
Subscriptions $7.50 per year, payable in advance. Single
copies 10c. Circulation 5273.

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday

Rockland Bus Liners Receive Letters

State Continues

Open Season On
Harbor Clam Flats
The Department of Sea & Shore

Fisheries has extended the open

season for tne digging of clams
on the Owls Head flats border
ing Rockland Harbor until April
15. according to a notice publish
ed by Commissioner Ronald Green
who is a Rockland resident.
The state opened the flats on
Feb. 21 after a 10 year closed
period. The result was an influx
of
comnv rical
calm
diggers
from sections of the coast as far
away as Harpswell.
The open
season was to have ended April

EDITORIAL
RELAXING MIDEAST TENSIONS

Photo by McKoon

Newly elected officers of the Knox-Lincoln Twilight baseball league
confer on a proposed schedule for the four team circuit at Thursday
night’s Community Building meeting. They are, John Jenkins of Cam
den, secretary-treasurer and official scorekeeper, and Ray Foley, right,
president of the league.

The second meeting of the
Knox-Lincoln Twilight League was
held Thursday night at the Com
munity Building with a four team
season schedule drawn up.
Represented in the league will
be the Rockland Rockets, the
Thomarton Clippers, the Waldo
boro Townies and the St. George
Torpedoes. Camden will not enter
a team because of the lack of
a baseball organization in that
community, league officials said.
John Jenkins of Camden was
elected secretary-treasurer of the
group and was appointed official
circuit scorer. Ray Foley of Rock
land, retired state trooper, was
ejected pres.dent last month.

heavy damage to the

Municipal Court
jailed

Thursday

car and

morning

when he was unable to pay a $300
fine after being found guilty of
driving under the influence of
liquor on a second offense war
rant in Municipal Court.
Judge Alfred M. Strout fined the
respondent $300 and sentenced him
to 30 days in jail. The sentence
would be suspended upon payment
of the fine, but in lieu of payment
an additional 60 days, 90 in all,
would be served. McDonald was
unable to pay immediately.
The charge was brought by
Vinalhaven
Constable
Lester
Pendleton who investigated an ac
cident involving McDonald on
High street in Vinalhaven on Wed
nesday.
McDonald, who entered a guilty
plea, was previously convicted of
drunken driving on July 17. 1954.
The car he was driving collided
against a utility pole, causing

Ellery T. Nelson Inc.
DODGE - PLYMOUTH
COMPLETE REPAIR SERVICE

First Choice Used Cars
TEL. 720
ROC KLAND
BT. 1, NEW COUNTY RD.
104-tf

An Income Check,
for Ifou
every month!

• • •
A charge of passing a school bus
brought against Woodrow Wilson,
44, of Thomaston by state police
in court Wednesday morning wras
dismissed by Judge Strout Thurs
day morning.
The charge had
been taken under advisement.
State police alleged that Wilson
had passed the stopped school bus
on Route 1 in Thomaston Tuesday.
Wilson told the court he had mis
taken the gesture of the bus fiv
er’s outsretched hand at the time
of the incident.
• • •
Clayton J. Pease of Port Clyde
pleaded guilty to a second offense
charge of driving under the influ
ence of liquor and was fined $309.
in Rockland Municipal Court Fri
day morning.
A 30 day jail sentence was sus
pended upon payment of the fine
iy Pease. He was placed on pro
bation for one year.
Pease was arrested by deputies
>f the Sheriff’s Patrol March 26
"»n the Spruce Head to Wheeler’s
“iay road.
He was previously convicted of
runken driving on March 31, 1947
it Rockland.
• • •
Maynard C. Lammi, 37, of Cam-1
len was charged with passing
hrough a stop sign by Rockland
^olice on a charge that was coninued to today.
Police charged that he passed
through the stop sign on Park
street Thursday.

Legionnaires To

Consider Hike
In Annual Dues
Members of Winslow-HolbrookMerrittt Post, American Legion,

• for your retirement
• for your bill paying
Onrequ»-T,

we’ll prepare an investment
program designed to meet your
personal investment objectives of
a relatively generous monthly in
come from an investment by you of
$3,000, $6,000, $10,000 r more.

Don’t Be Scrry-

This is not ?n Insurance Program;

Be SAFE!

it is a diversified investment
program which, although it can’t
assure achievem. nt of your
ol,j« ctive, d • ■ - pread t hi ride
present in all investments.

Let us give you Free esti
mates on rewiring your
present home. Full house
rewiring can be financed
over 2 years. We are au
thorized

Just fill out and mail this coupon.
There is no <>bligation on your part

I am interested in inviatinc $
in a monthly income program.

CUy &

SAFETY ON THE RED WAGONS

pole.

Harold McDonald of Vinalhaven

was

A schedule of 30 games for each
squad was decided upon and will
be launched May 30 and end to
ward the last of August. No Sep
tember games will be played.
It was agreed to pay $8. for
plate umpires and $5 for base
umpires who will be under the
I management of an umipire-inchief to be named by the partici
pating umpires.
Each team will be required to
1 pay a $25 expense fee to the
league treasurer for season game
costs and individual player prizes
at the end of the season.
The group agreed to meet again
on April 10 at the Community
Building at 7 p. m.

While firm settlements are still far from being in sight,
there is definitely an air of improved relations among the
nations principally involved in the problems of the Middle
East. These problems now center more about the Suez Canal
and its reopening to world shipping than about the strife
between Egypt and Israel.
Cairo has been at pains for some time to give an im
pression that remaining differences over the canal are
minor and that virtual understanding with the Western
countries has been reached. This doubtless is premature
unless President Nasser and his advisers are prepared to
make more concessions than appear explicitly in their latest
note. Yet the room is there for permitting some effective
consultation and for providing automatic arbitration of dis
putes.
Secretary of State Dulles has described the situation
very accurately in saying:
The problem is one which confronts Egypt itself with a
choice between whether it wishes to try to re-establish the
■w
confidence of the world in the dependability of the canal
and its availability for use on the terms contemplated by
the 1888 convention or not.
Egypt has affirmed its adherence to the principles of
the 1888 convention. These perhaps need to be embodied in
a new document which would bring up to date the pledge to
keep the waterway open to the shipping of all nations. This
should also make clear that while Egypt controls operation
of the canal it does so under certain obligations to mem
bers of the international community, much as a public
utility assumes obligations of reliable and impartial service
at reasonable rates.
While these negotiations take place it is gratifying that
the Egyptian Government has refrained from further dis
turbing the situations at the Gaza strip and the Gulf of
Aqaba. Secretary-General Hammarskjold of the United
Nations appears satisfied that Egypt will permit the con
tinuance of the UN Emergency Force in Gaza for an in
definite time and will co-operate in the ending of raids by
Arab refugees from that terirtory into Israel. If the ques
tion of Israeli shipping through Suez still remains obscured,
at least the Gulf of Aqaba will be open.
As Mr. Dulles implies, the subject of possible boycott
of the canal if suitable terms are not forthcoming is a sub
ject for nations whose trade and fuel supply are more vi
tally affected than America’s—specifically, for Britain and
France. It will be well if plans do go ahead for a pipeline
through Turkey and for building supertankers. But indica
tions are encouraging that the Nasser regime sees its true
self-interest in making Suez an income-producing asset for
Egypt.

"HOUSE ROWER"

Staie_

Phone or Write today

ENGINEERS

WALTER J. HOOD CO., INC.
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Firemen in Newark. New Jersey, have been trying out
electronic controls by which drivers of their trucks and
officers’ cars can turn the traffic lights to green as they
approach them in their race to a fire.
This or other similar electrical devices for the purpose
could be a very important safety advance in the congested
traffic of modern American cities. Probably no one except
the driver of a heavy fire truck knows the tension of ap
proaching a snarled intersection and wondering if motor
ists there are going to hear the siren in time to clear the
way. And the motorist certainly has no desire to be caught
in the path of a speeding pumper or hook-and-ladder truck.
In Newark the radio controls (on three officers’ cars
and six fire engines) will operate any of 15 key traffic sig
nals, either turning the red lights to green or holding them
on green and at the same time starting a blinker on top
of the stanchion. These should soon become standard equip
ment in America’s more congested cities.

NORWAY KNOWS
At a time when the Western Alliance needs all the help
it can get toward recementing its unity along comes the
Soviet Union with a bucket in one hand and a trowel in the
other.
Premier Bulganin has just warned Norway against
basing new North Atlantic Treaty weapons on Norwegian
territory. This warning seeks to divide allies, but it will
cause them to rally. Terrible things can happen to Norway,
he says, if his warning goes unheeded. But the worst of
them won't happen this side of a third world war, so the
warning is largely bluff, and Washington and London as well
as Oslo must treat it as such. President Eisenhower has
called the Bulganin statement indefensible.
However, Premier Bulganin has other means for putting
pressure on Norway, and he refers to them in the most po
lite way. Moscow could make a whole series of minor but
not inconsequential troubles for Norway, concerning, for
example, the Norwegian-Soviet sea frontier, long-term trade,
and water power rights.
The Bulganin move aims at a more serious .purpose
than defending the Soviet Union’s 200,000,000 people from
Norway’s 3,500,030. It follows immediately on the American
decision at Bermuda to help equip Britain with missiles.
This decision looks like a forerunner to the equipment of
other members of the Western Alliance with weapons they
have been seeking and to firming up of the alliance gener
ally.
Norway is only the handiest target for Soviet threats
designed lo hinder the process. But Norwegians well re
member what happened to other small countries on the
Soviet border which did not provide themselves with ade
quate means of defense against Communist encroachment.
That is why Norway is a member of NATO and can count
Oil the support of 450X00.00 free people in warding off such
threats as Moscow now aims at this valuable member of
the alliance.—Christian Science Monitor.

will meet Thursday night to dis
cuss a hike in the annual dues rate
now paid by members.
Members will be asked to vote
on an increase over the present $5.
rate; $3.25 of which goes toward
national and department dues.
Appointed at Thursday night’s
meeting of members was a three
member nominating committee
who will return a slate of officers
for election at the last meeting of
this month.
Serving on the committee are
E Carl Moran, William Cummings
and Frederick Reichel. Reichei is
chairman.

Beagle Club To
Run Field Trials
This Weekend

The eighth annual Central Maine
Beagle Club’s field trials will be
held in Waldoboro Saturday and
Sunday.
The event is AKC-licensed and entries are expected
from all over New England.
Entries will close at 8.30 a. m.
daily. Each class is drawn at the
Benner taxi stand in Waldoboro.
The 13 and 15 inch female events
are due Saturday, the 13 and 15
inch males Sunday. Trial grounds
are Dutch Neck on the west side
Men are born equal, but life to of the Medomak River and South
some Is a walkover and others Waldoboro on the east side of the

are walked on.

same river.

1.

Captains of the Bus Line League teams and chcerleading squad s in the city are shown just before
they received letters Thursday evening. In the front row, from the left, are: Kathy Kunesh, South;
Pamela Gay, Central; and Jean Witham, North. In back: Robert Brewer, South; Charles Wasgatt,
Central; and Robert Murgita, North.
Photo bv Cullen

Members of the three teams of
the Rockland Bus Line Grammar
School basketball league and the
cheerleaders gathered Thursday
night at the Rockland High auditorium for an annual awards night.
Players and cheerleaders were
presented letters and certificates
by the respective coaches of their
squads. Guest speaker was Fred
L. Perkins, Jr., of station WRKD
who
outlined
some
dramatic
stories in the life of Yankee base
ball great Lou Gherig.
Casper
Ciaravino, elementary school superintendent, was master of ceremonies for the event. He is also
president of the circuit.
The awards were followed by refreshments and a record hop in
the downstairs gym.
Those receiving letter and certificates included:

Central team: George Poulin,
Gerald LaCrosse. Horace Benner,
Charles Monteith, William Black,
Robert Anderson, David Barram.
Charles Wasgatt. John Melquist,
Abbott Clay, Henry Bird, Gary
Winchenbaugh, Charles Wade and
William Brown. Rusty Bowden is
coach.
South team. Robcrt Brewer,
Robert Ober, Sandy Ames, Charles

Finley, Craig Borgerson, Joseph
Gallant, Wesley Nichols, Thomas
Miller, Richard Miller. Albert Gardiner, Patrick Powell and ManaSer Steve Craig. Henry Martin is
coach.
North team: Jon Call, Maitland
Pine, Ronald Vose, Bruce Fifield,
Charles Little, Willard Carter,
Robert Bradley, Brian McMahon,
John Stratton, Peter Munson, Rob-

FILLING STATION BREAK IN CITY
AND THEFT OF THREE CARS LEADS
TO WIDESPREAD SEARCH, CHASE
Law enforcement officials all
Police Chief Bernard Thompson
over the state are still looking for reported that the station had been
a youth responsible for a break broken into and a battery and tools
were missing from a shelf. En
into the Park Street Esso station
trance was gained through a win
in Rockland early Thursday morn dow on the south side which was
ing, and the theft of three auto pried up. Manager of the station
mobiles in two states.
is Harland G. Pease.
Wanted in connection with the
The Rockland patrol car followed
crime is a 20 year-old, Carl Pitch
the speeding Mercury in which
er. of parts unknown.
The Esso Street Station burglar, was spotted a lone male occupant.
who is believed the driver of three They lost the New York registered
stolen cars that have eluded Rock car on Route 137 in Lincolnville
land police, deputies of the Knox near the Waldo-Knox County line.
County Sheriff’s Patrol, State Po
Belfast Police, later in the morn
lice and Belfast Police officers, is ing, found the abandoned sedan
still being hunted after last being and reported that a 1956 Cadillac
seen in the South China area.
registered to the Maplewood PoulEarly Thursday morning, about try Company had been stolen from
1.50 o’clock, Rockland Patrolmen its parking place near a garage
John Low and Frank Nash spotted in Belfast.
a 1951 Mercury sedan pulling out
The 1956 Cadillac was spotted
from the service station. They fol again about 8.35 p. m. Thursday
lowed the car which headed down on Route 17 in Union by deputies
Main street at a high speed.
of the Sheriff’s Patrol. Deputies

ert Ripley, Robert Murgita and
Manager Scott Grant. Frank Verrill is coach.
Cheerleading squads include:
Central: Margaret Boothby, Mary
Flanagan. Jo-Ann Mazzeo, Joy
Mazzeo,
Pamela
Gay,
Sheila
Vinal, Janet Jordan, Drucilla Mar
tin and Eula Hooper. Advisor is
Mrs. Winifred Barbour.
South: Velita Thornton, Diane
Phillips, Loretta Perrigo, Patty
Thomas, Sandra Baudanza, Donna
Smith, Patty Poulin, Gail Carver,
Mary Robishaw, Carol Escorsio,
Lucy Kinney and Kathy Kunesh.
Mrs. Virginia Kunesh is advisor.
North: Jean Witham, Sandra
Tripp, Jean Hadlock, Janet Kaler,
Pat Stevens. Sharon Smith, Judith
Learned, Barbara
Pease and
Kathy Gray. Mrs. Doris MacDougal is advisor.

gave chase hitting speeds up to
100 miles an hour and followed the
car when it turned off on Route 22
in Cooper’s Mills. They, however,
lost the vehicle when it turned off
onto a dirt road near South China.
The vehicle had left Route 32
just before coming across the
State Police patrol car of Trooper
Everett Trask who had spotted the
speeding vehicles coming toward
him and spun his car across the
road to halt the front sedan.
Later in the night. Trooper Trask
discovered the abandoned Cadillac
on a dead end road in South China.
Reported missing the next morn
ing was a 1948 black Chevrolet se
dan owned by Delbert Clifford of
South China. This car was parked
a short distance from the newly
abandoned car.
State police reported the New
York registered Mercury, abandnoed near Belfast, is registered
to Robert and Virginia Branagan
of Oswego. N. Y., who have re
ported the vehicle stolen.
Belfast Police Chief Oscar Horne
sqid Friday that a 13 year old un
identified girl was reported travel
ing with the driver of the stolen
car. A packet of love letters were
found in the abandoned New York
car addressed to Carl Pitcher and
signed by a “Kathy.
The F. B. I. have entered the
case, according to the Belfast po
lice. because of the stolen car

Owls Head, with a clam law re
stricting digging to local residents
or taxpayers, had to ask assist
ance of coastal wardens to .en
force the town regulation.
Several arrests were made and
complaints brought by Constable
Wendell Leadbetter before the
digging by out of towners was
halted to a degree.
In town meeting in March, Owls
Head residents voted to continue
their restrictions as to clam dig
ging and provided for town licen
ses for res.dents and taxpayers.
It was estimated that clams to
the value of $5,COO were taken
from the Owls Head flats in a
few days after the state declared
open season.
being transported across state
lines.
The stolen Chevrolet has not
been reported spotted by late Firday afternoon.

ONFPA

MILLER’S

♦

GARAGE

♦

The Best Place To
♦
Buy a
♦
GOOD USED CAR{
25-31 Knnkin Street

TOSOSOSG3GOOOOOC

BID NOTICE
CITY OF ROCKLAND, MAINE

PICK OF THE PACKI

The City of Rockland will receive bids until 11 A. M.,
Friday, April 12th, on one trailer-mounted air romprexxor, 80
cubic loot minimum capacity.
Retailed xpeciflcationx may he obtained at the office of
the City Manager. City Hall.
The City rexervex the right
to reject any and all bidx.

CHOOSE FROM THE BEST USED CARS IN TOWN

. .

TRADED IN ON NEW ROCKET OLDSMOBILESI

LLOYD K. ALLKN.
Purchasing Agent.

April 3, 1957.
42-lt

CHOICE USED CADILLACS
1955

CADILLAC MODEL 62 4 DOOR SEDAN
With Air Conditioning

1954

CADILAC MODEL 62 4 DOOR SEDAN

1953

CADILLAC MODEL 62 4 DOOR SEDAN

1955

PONTIAC STATION WAGON

1955

OLDSMCBILE MODEL S88 4 DOOR SEDAN

1955

FORD M3DEL FAIRLANE, CLUB SEDAN V8

1954

OLDSMCBILE S88 4 DOOR SEDAN

1954

BUICK MODEL SUPER 4 DOOR SEDAN

1952

OLDSMCBILE MODEL 98 HOLIDAY COUPE DLX.

A CURE FOR
SPRING
EXPENSES
get *25 to *1500

in

1

DAY

A sure-cure for expenses from Auto Repairs •
Tires • Paint • House Repairs • Clothing • or
any other seasonal expense, plus unpaid bills. You’ll
find a sensible plan for any desire or emergency.
LIFE INSURANCE AT NO ADDITIONAL COST THROUGH
JOHN HANCOCK MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY

Save time — phone before coming in.
In ROCKLAND:

1952

PONTIAC CHIEF DLX. 4 DOOR SEDAN

1950

OLDSMCBILE S88 2 DOOR SEDAN

359 Main Street
Second Floor

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

—

Above Leighton's Jewelry Store

Phone: 1720
—A__ _

ROSS MOTORS, INC.
FIREPROOF GARAGE BUILDING

WINTER ST.

TEL 889

PUBLIC FINANCE
L_\______________

ROCKLAND, ME.

CORPORATION

OF ROCKLAND
FORMItlV

PUBLIC

S

34-ThAS-tf 4

LOAN CORPORATION

Or

BOCKLANO

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, April 6, 1957

[Social and community events

•re solicited for this calendar. All
•re free and space here cannot be
purchased. Strictly commercial
affairs, sales, suppers, dances,
cannot be accepted. The decision
of the editor is final.]

April 6 — Finnish-American Red
Cross Dance at thc Community
Building.
April 9—Musical Concert at the
Federated Church in Thomaston
featuring Bess Battey Gowdy,
pianist,
and
Carl Webster,
cellist.
April 9—Zonta Luncheon meeting
at the Thorndike Hotel at 12.30
p. m.
April 11--Library Advisory Board
Meeting at 8 p. m. at the Li
brary with Mrs. Margaret Pattershall, speaker.
April 11—Cooking school at the
Pratt Memorial
Methodist
Church at 7.30.
April 12—WCTU Institute meets
at the First Baptist Church ves
try. Morning and afternoon
sessions.
April 12 — Golden Rod Chapter.
OES, meets at the Masonic
Temple at 7.30 p. m.
April 19—Good Friday.
April 21—Easter.
April 23—Easter Ball and Style
Show at Community Building.
April 28—Daylight Saving Time
starts.
Set clocks ahead one
hour.
May 11—Vinalhaven Fishhawks 11
Reunion. Portland YMCA.
Aug 2. 3 4—Rockland Sea Foods
Festival.
Rockland firemen rushed to the
aid of a fellow fireman Friday
morning to help combat a chim
ney fire. The troubk? occurred at
the home of fireman Walter Dyer
of 6 Brick Street. Dyer, not on
duty at the time, called for fire
apparatus.
No damage was re
ported. Thursday, firemen were
called to quell flames from a grass
fire on upper Park Street started
from flying sparks from the city
dump.
Later Thursday, flames
in a pile of boards and rubbish at
the Community Oil Company tank
storage depot on upper Park
Street brought firemen to the
scene. The fire was extinguished
without damage.
The Rockland Junior Chamber
of Commerce has scheduled a
meeting for Wednesday evening at
7.30 at the Chamber of Commerce
building. There will be no formal
programs as there will be discus
sions on the car wash project, the
Teenage Road-eo and the state
convention.
The Gallamander Club will meet
Thursday, April 11 for dinner and
chat at Bayview Hotel at noon.
Grand Jumbo O. V. Drew, will
make his official inspection of the
club. Several projects will be dis
cussed. Members please attend.

The Chapin Class will meet
with Mrs. Katharyn St. Clair
Tuesday afternoon at her home on
Rankin Street.

Included in a list of divorce
actions to bp heard in Kennebec
County Superior Court at Augusta
during the current session is one
concerning a Thomaston resident.
One case on the court calendar is
that of Violet M. Norton of Fay
ette from Earl E. Norton of Thom
aston. The couple were married
August 9. 1947, at Waterville. She
reques ustody of two minor chil
dren.
Come to the Easter Ball and
Style Show at the Community
Building April 23 and help the
Zontians pay their pledge to Knox
Hospital. Co-sponsors Knox-Waldo
Hairdressers’ Association.
42*lt

ALL 40 FATHOM TRAWLERS TO BE

trip with due caution. Thui, I
have never made a trip on the
Camden or Belfast although in
AT SEA NEXT WEEK; PLANT WILL
later years I rode them many
OPEN WITH ARRIVAL OF SQUALL
times on the Colonial Line between
Providence and New Tork.
Three trawlers of the six ship Capt. Lee Benner in command I
I had been aboard moat of the
fleet of 40 Fathom Fisheries, Inc., respectively.
John M. Richardson
white
Eastern steamers and while
are now at sea with the fourth
Arthur Thurston, general mana
I enoyed riding these boats under
sailing this weekend.
The re ger of the 40 Fathom operations I
the Colonial flag, I noticed that
maining two are scheduled out of here, said that the Squall was ex-1
POIJO CIJNIC
their
interiors were modernized aa
port during next week.
pected by the last of next week or |
A Polio Clinic for infants and
compared with the lovely interiors
Captain Ronald Whiffin took out the following Monday to open the
pre-school ages, 6 months to 6
of white panelled woodwork and
the Squall on March 29 with Capt. fish processing season. The ar
years, will be held at the
red carpets while these vessels
Douglas Schwartz following with rival of the first trawler of the
Roekland
District Nursing
served under the Eastern flag.
the Surf on Monday of this week. year depends, he said, a great deal I
Oflice, Community Building,
Many of your readers will re
Capt. Ernie O’Toole sailed with on weather and fishing conditions!
April 16. at 4 p. m. Parents
call the man-pulled fire cart which
the Storm on Wednesday and a on the Grand Banks.
must register their children
stood in the forward salon of
scheduled sailing of the Wave,
Most of the old hands who1
Monday and Tuesdav after
these slick steamers.
Another
Capt. Mike Mahar, master, was worked in the fillet plant on Till- j
noons. April 8th and 9th. from
pleasant recollection of Maine
held up due to weather which de son avenue for Birds Eye have ap
1 to 4 p. m., in order to attend
eteamboatlng was Labor Dav 1935
layed last minute checks of navi plied for jobs with the new firm, ‘
the clinic.
when I had lately acqui ed <n old
gational equipment.
Thurston said, with a considerable I
"flivver”. I left my werk o Sat
The Ocean and Tide are nearly number of applications being re-'
urday noon and carried my moth
!
ready
for
sea
and
will
sail
next
ceived
from
newcomers
to
the
fish
Ermina Williams
er to the south side of the White
week with Capt. Pete Mills and business.
Mountains to visit, and continued
Of Warren 90
along to Portland and bought my
BUILDING CODE CHANGES AND
supper and got on the road again
Years Old Friday
promptly enroute to Rock and. I
A North Warren woman born in PARK PROPERTY TRANSFER TO
had never been east of Bath and
the same house in which she now
after crossing the bridge I n ticed
COME
BEFORE
COUNCIL
MONDAY
lives, celebrated her 90th birth
the name of the town of Woolwich
day Friday with a “coffee” for
and the ahsence of street lights
The City Council at their regular ments that would strengthen
friends and neighbors.
and I had a feeling of entering a
monthly meeting Monday night city’s building code.
Miss Erimina Williams, born
great unknown. It was late by
Several
amendments
to
the
code
April 5, 1867, in a small farm will consider an order to convey
the time I got to Rocklan:’. but I
have been drawn up for final read
ownership
and
supervision
of
the
house five miles from Warren vil
found a room for the nig t. The
ing and passage Monday night. It
lage, has resided in the same Schofield-White Park area to the
next morning I went down to Tilis expected that contractors of the
Above appears the biggest of the island steamers, the North Haven, just leaving that port. North
house for the past 90 years, ex Rockland Port District.
city will sit in on the public meet Haven was very strong though a terrible roller. Sh • was built as Electronic for Bay of Fundy service, son’s Wharf and took pictures of
cept for two years she lived in
Such a move is made possible ing.
hence her high pilot house designed to beat the Fundy fogs. Presently she is on the around New York the North Haven and W. S White
Thomaston.
and I made the acquaintance of
The provisions of the amend
under
the Rockland
Charter
She was born the youngest of
Basil Stinson, managr of the
change bill that was passed into ments give the city building in
eight children of Jesse and Ros
company, who as many of your
law by the State legislature this spector power to assess added per
anna Leach Williams and is the
readers know, was a very fine,
mit charges when and if property
week.
only one living.
friendly, and most likeal le man.
The area will come under the constructed proved to be of great
She has one living relative, a
About 1928 after passing a couple
jurisdiction of the Port District er value than stated on the
niece, Mrs. Howard Brazell of
of days visiting my brother at
trustees as the selected site of the original permit appbeation.
Warren.
Bowdoin College I went to Port
planned S2CO.OOO ferry terminal
Also, to halt work on buildingMiss Williams, who has never and wharf.
land. plannng to take the Bran
where it is not conforming with
married, because she “had no
don overnight to Toston and home.
Purpose of the move is to eli the city ordinances governing
time” is an honorary member of minate dual supervision of the such work.
I went aboard about 3pm and
the White Oak Grange of North docks and port facilities of the
chatted a bit with a man , believe
The Council will receive a let
Warren.
was Captain Strout smoking his
area. One provision of the chart ter from Earl and Olive Barter
“Laugh a lot and be sociable” er amendments allows the Port
pipe in the offshore sa'on door
withdrawing their petition for
is her formula for a long life.
way. As there were seve
hours
District to take over this super zone changes on Maverick Street.
before sail.ng time, I strolled up
vision of the commercial docks The couple earlier requested a
The only sure way to beat the and facilities in Rockland except
town to the Congresis Squar Hotel
zone change on lower Maverick
other fellow at his own game is for non-commercial aspects which
where I bumped into m "oustn,
Street from residential B to neigh
not to play it.
a traveling salesman, who told
the city may still govern.
borhood D for a proposed grocery
me he was leaving for heme and
In other action scheduled for store construction. They have
‘ Something for nothing” is the Monday night, the council will
that I could ride with h m and
requested that the petition be
strongest appeal you can make to consider city ordinance amend
have a bit of a try at dr v ng his
withdrawn.
some people.
car. I was young and foolL to and
his offer was too good for me to
BORN
pass up at that time—thus I lost
Johnson — At Knox Hospital,
out on the better choice.
April 5. to Mi. and Mrs. Alfred
The island steamer W. S. White, ex-Miramar of the Hudson River and Sound service, Twin screw.
I worked in the manager's office
M. Johnson of Rockland, a daugh
a handsome craft, the government took her for service in Port O’ Spain as a dispatch boat.
ter.
of the Nantasket Beach Stra boat
Swampscott, Mass.
our representative of the good old pened into the pilot house where Company for the summers of 1996
Paladino—At West Palm Beach.
Fla.. March 31. to Mr. and Mrs.
108 Farragut Rd.
days, our housemaid, were seat- a couple of officers sat smoking and 1926. For the summers of
Liberale Paladino, Jr., of West
March 13, 1957.
ed on the hurricane deck, and be- their pipes. I’ chatted with them 1927 and 1928 I was clerk on the
Palm Beach. Fla., and Rockland,
Dear Steamboat Editor:
ing informed that they had sighted and mentioned that I was going
a son—Anthony Ford.
steamer Mayflower, a new Job
When making out your will re
a whale while my big brother and to make a trip for its own sake
Thc
absence
of
one
of
your
fine
member your chnrch and you
designed to assist the overworked
MARRIED
columns in two Saturday issues of I were strolling about on the lower only and expected to come back purser, and to cashier even ngs in
boflpHai
Garland-Hall — At Gloucejs
decks.
Another
rememberance
is
on
Sunday
as
I
must
be
back
at
the
Rockland
Courier-Gazette
the dining room which went
Mass.. March 16. Ralph L. Gar MRS. GORDON DAVIS
prompts this poor writer to feci that I felt a bit inferior to be a work on Monday at Boston. One along with the dance hill built on
land of Gloucester, Mass., and
that if he makes an effort at a deck passenger, as I had noticed of the officers ventured that we
Miss Lucille R. Hall of Glouce.s- i Word has been received of the
that steamer as an effort to make
contribution, others who could do some people had staterooms, but would probably go down to Deer
ter. Mass., and Camden, by Rev. death of Virginia, wife of Gordon
up for some of the patrenage
vastly better may “come to the my good father explained that the Island and anchor until daybreak,
Edward A. Jones.
which had been lost to automo
Davis of Hollywood. Calif., who
boat would continue from Portland (the weather was grey and windy)
aid of thc party."
DIED
died March 26. at the age of 42,
I re biles and Sunday baseball. As we
My contact with Maine steam- to St. John and these people were and then continues on.
were on a moonlight dance trip
Coltart—At Lawrence. Mass., '
. boating is far, far less than you surely going to stay aboard for marked that we would probably
April 3, Robert J. Coltart, age after a short illness. Gordon Da
every night, we stayed in the dock
that overnight trip.
not
be
back
on
time
for
Monday
:
might
imagine.
My
first
was
a
79 years.
Funeral services and vis is the son of the late Mr. and
between Rowes and India wharves
daylight trip on the grand Gover
Of course I have many summers morning, to which he agreed. 1
commitment tod-ay in Lawrence, Mrs. Elden Davis, formerly of
reluctantly went ashore and turned until morning. Usually th? boat
Mass.
nor
Dingley
about
1915
or
1916,
noted
the
nice
little
vessels,
then
Owls Head and attended the Rock
Davis—At Hollywood,
Calif.,
leaving Boston about 10 a. m. and propelled by steam, which operat in my ticket and went home. Since from Bangor arrived before we
March 26. Mrs. Virginia Davis, i land schools in his youth.
arriving
at Portland about 4 p. m. ed in Casco Bay. I had often heard | then I have come to feel that the pulled out and I was always on
wife of Gordon Davis. (Mr. Davis I Besides her husband the de
I
was
rather
a little fellow at the of the grandeur of the Penobscot officer had in mind the loss of the deck to see the Camden or Belwas formerly of Owls Head I, age creased is survived by one son.
(Continued on Page Six)
time but have three clear recol River and had wanted to make a j Portland and was planning his
42 years.
Gordon. Jr., and one daughter
Recently arrived in America
lections
with
regard
to
this
trip.
trip.
About
November
1935
I
Diane.
via the airlift which brough’
CARD OF THANKS
One is that I lost my lunch and planned to make a round trip leav-1
thousands of Hungarian refu
I wish to thank Dr. Fuller, the
;
thc family agreed that it was “in ing Boston on a Saturday after
gees
to
our
shores,
this
young
Ignorance ceases to be bliss the
efficient nurses, and my many
digestion” and not sea sickness. noon and expecting to be hack at
lady bites into her first Ameri
friends who sent me gifts, cards minute some joker takes it upon
can food at the Kilmer Recep
Another was looking down the sky- my work on Monday morning. I
and flowers while I was a patient himself to put people wise.
tion Center, N. J. Brought to light and noting a uniformed offi- went down to the south side of
at Knox Hospital.
America under auspices of Cath cer strolling along one of the up- India Wharf and purchased a tick42*lt
Annie M. Frost.
The nation’s parking problem
olic Relief Services-N.C W.C..
per steel gratings and surveying et to Bangor. It was then about
would be solved if more people
the agency ot the American
IN MEMORIAM
Catholic Bishops' Relief Fund, the cylinder heads. A third was three in the afternoon and there
In loving memory of our dear would do it at home.
We would like to express our deepest appreciation
the pig-tailed beauty and her , returning to where my folks and was plenty of time, and I hapmother. Agnes Hall Winchenbach,
to our kind friends for their letters, cards and gifts
i
____________________________________________________________________
family are happy for the-new
who passed away April 8, 1953.
42*lt
Daughters.
life of freedom which is now
during the family's recent illness. They were of the

ALK OF THE TOWN

Coming Event*

STEAMBOAT YARNS
of Ships and Men

Unusual Steamboat Yarn Is Presented By R.

Loren Graham, Photographer Extraordinary

New American

BITLARY

To The PeepCe Oi
RocWicd

theirs. - Support the Bishops'
Fund Appeal, March 24 31.

Read The Courier-Gazette

When a man admits that he
had it coming to him the chances
are he doesn’t deserve it.

That Generations
to Come may

Jlemetttber
Humble yourselves in thc
sight ot the Lord, and he

0

shall lift you up.
James 4:10

Telephone 76 tor all social items,
guests, parties, etc., for The
Courier-Gazette, Mrs. Margaret
Winchenbaugh, 161 Limerock St.
social reporter.
tf

II 'ah II for a Great Prom
ise from the ISihle in this

The dignity and complete
ness of a Davis service is
something more than just
an accomplished fact; it
has become a tradition in
this community.

BURPEE
Funeral Home

DAVIS

|BARRETT M. JORDAN, Prop.J

AMBULANCE SERVICE
TEL. 391*
119 LIMEROCK STREET
RfH KI.AXI), MAINE

RUSSE LL

Funeral Home

Many a self-made man would
bi- a lot happier if he could blame
the job on someone else.

Everytime a man tears a leaf
oft the calendar he realizes that
his days are numbered.

space every Saturday.

Established 1830

Fag* Three

» choosing a family monu
ment, 5 our choice is not
only for your lifetime, but
for generations to come. We can
help you find lasting sati4action
through our wide selection of Rock
of Ages family monuments. Each is
backed hy a signed guarantee to
you, your heirs, or your descendants.

I

Chester Brooks
WARREN
CAMDEN

Tel. CRestwd 3-2981
Tel. 2151

FUNERAL HOMES
ROCKLAND
and
THOMASTON

APRIL MAGAZINE SPECIALS
BUT NOW AND SAVE MONET

MOTOR BOATING, 6 Mo«. 51 00
READER'S DIGEST, 8 Mo». 51.00. 16 Mos. 52 00

For New
Subscribers

55 WKFKS SATI RDAY EVENING POST ...................... .. 54.76
SATURDAY EVENING POST. LADIES’ HOME
JOURNAL ANI) HOLIDAY ..................................... 1 Yr. 510.00
LADIES HOME JOURNAL. SATURDAY
EVENING POST
..................................... Both For I Yr. 57.50
AMERICAN HOME, (For All New or Renewal*). 16 Mon. 52.00
Prompt, Reliable Service. Mail Cheek or Money Order
or Telephone 35-W

FRED E. HARDEN
THE MAGAZINE MAN

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY

ROCKLAND. MAINE

THE TARA SHOPPE is seeking ,
a capable saleslady, experienced,
perferred. Apply in person. 15
LIMEROCK SI REET.
42-44 |
~OAKWOOO'lNN on Route 1 for
sale. Modern, well built builden".
all up to date equip. Priced to sell
at less than original cost of b’dg
and contents. SECURITY REAL
ESTATE CO.. Dorothy Dietz,
Office across from Village Green,
Camden. Phone CEdar 6-2117 or
6-3977.
42-11
8’ PINE Logs wanted. $42/M
delivered at mill. KNOX LUM
BER PRODUCTS. Conway Road,
Camden, Maine.
42-8-51
GIRL’S Clothing for sale, size
12: also, boy's clothing, size 10
All in excellent cond. TEL. 833.

Yorkie's
Diner

ADPM
Urtll

April
9th

Juicy Tender Steer Beef Sirloin
and Tenderloin Steak Always.
Lots and Lots of Maine Lobster
any way you want 'em!

42’44

We will be Open April 9

PHONE THOMASTON 175

MADELINE and ERSKINE

PHONE 701

William E. Dornan & Son, Inc.
OI A L IB

Office-Showroom, Thomaston, Maine
l-S-tf

WE HAVE BEEN AWARDED
A DEALER FRANCHISE

EVINRUDE MOTORS

SERVICE

AUTHONIZIOI

Emil Rivers, Inc.

IF YOU REALLY WANT AS GOOD A STEAK AS YOU CAN
GET ANYWHERE VISIT YORKIE'S DINER IN CAMDEN

ASK ANYONE!

9 CLAREMONT STREET
KOCKLAND, MAINE
1-tf I

•••••••••••••••••••a

BY

FOR 74 YEARS

Knox-Linruln-Waldu Counties
S-8-tt

42’It

All Home Cooking

We serve the best and nothing but the best—

24 HOI R AMBULANCE

CHIEF AND MRS. BERNARD THOMPSON.

342 Park Street

MONUMENTS BY DORNAN

CARL M. STILPHEN
LADY ASSISTANT

greatest encouragement in the past two months.
Especially would we like to convey our sincerest ap
preciation to those persons who organized, planned
and carried out the recent "Bun Thompson" dance.
For your thoughts and task we are indebted.

ALSO WE HAVE BARGAINS THAT WILL
PLEASE YOU IN OUR GIFT SHOP.

Of Milwaukee, Wisconsin
WE HAVE

All Sizes Of MOTORS
In STOCK
And Also Have

PARTS And SERVICE For

EVINRUDE MOTORS

Rocklond Courier-Gazette, Saturday, April 6, 1957
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HOME SERVICE ™E grange corner
Hevmnuth Grange
By Lawrence O'Dell

Carter

by Eleanor

halves.
Grease and flour two 9-inch
round layer cake pans. Sift to
gether flour, soda and salt. Stir
water into cocoa, add coloring,
and set aside. Cream butter and
brown sugar thoroughly; add one
egg at a time and continue beating
until mixture is light and fluffy.
Add dry ingredients, cocoa mix
ture. sour cream, and vanilla all
at once. Beat until just blended.
Fold i^. ruts. Turn batter into
prepared pans. Bake in moder
ate oven (350°) for 39 to 35
minutes. Cool slightly on rack
and remove from pan.
Cool.
Split each layer in half. Frost

Have you seen the new Sunbeam
controlled heat saucepan? If not.
you must make a point of visiting
our Central Maine Power Com
pany store so that you may be
come acquainted with it. It has
all of the wonderful features of
the Sunbeam frypan — accurate
thermostatic-con-trolled heat, eco
nomical cooking ease of cleaning,
and attractive appearance.
Your Sunbeam saucepan boils,
simmers, keeps
foods warm,
stew's, steams, braises, browns
prepares casserole and one-dish
meals, even doubles for a corn
popper, bun warmer and double
boiler.
You’ll be proud to take this ap
pliance right to the table. It also
makes the perfect companion for
the frypan you already have. For
tops in table-top ccoking. use thc
Sunbeam saucepan.
Now for a recipe to make your
mouth water.

frosting.

Trim

cake

with

nut

halves.

I
Fluffy Frosting
Two egg whites,
cup sugar, I
’i cup firmly packed brown sugar.
*•* tsp. cream of tartar, 1 tblsp.
dark corn syrup, 1/3 cup water, li 1
tsp. salt.
Beat egg whites until soft peaks
form.
Combine remaining in
gredients in saucepan and bring
to rapid boil, stirring constantly.
Add boiling syrup slowly to beaten
whites, beating constantly at high
speed. Beat until frosting holds
fil m peaks. Use as directed.

Cocoa-Cream Dream Cake

Two cups sifted all-purpose
flour, 1 tsp. soda,
tsp. salt, 2/3
cup water, !, cup cocoa. 3 drops
red feed coloring. 2 3 cup butter.
2 cups firmly packed brown sugar,
2 eggs, 2/3 cup dairy sour cream,
m tsp vanilla, 1 cup finely
choppe'd nuts, English walnut

Paulson Suggests
Home Garden To

Ease Food Bisl
People in the Northeast are
spending more per family for food

ing to have them care for a little
bit here and a little more there
in the garden.
Several Extension Service bulle
tins will help you to have a good
home garden. They're Bulletin
419. “Home Gardening in Maine;”
Bulletin 374, "Vegetable Varieties
for the Maine Home Garden;"
Circular 287 "Home Garden Insect
and Disease Control;’’ and Bulle
tin 429, “Storing Vegetables for
Home Use.” Copies may be had
for the asking from the Knox-Lin
coln Extension Service office in
the Rockland Post Office or by
writing to the Bulletin Office, Ex
tension Service, Universitj- of
Maine, Orono.

than folks in any other region.
One way to stretch that hardpressed food dollar is to raise
vegetables in the home garden,
suggests Robert W. Paulson, Ex• tension Service vegetable special
ist, University of Maine.
Paulson reports that in a recent
Survey, the average amount spent
for food in the Northeast was
$30.75 per family per week. Urban
families in this area were spend
ing slightly more than the aver
Nation To Grow
age, or about $32.58 each. The
large amount of food eaten away Surplus Potato
from home causes part of this in
crease.
Crop This Year
The survey showed that the
It looks like there’ll be too many
average cost per person in a week
-in the Northeast was $8.28 for food potatoes in the United States next
used at home, says Paulson. This season if growers follow their J
is nearly 10 per cent higher than present intentions, says Arling C
the average for the countrj- as a Hazlett, Extension economist in
marketing of the University of
whole.
With all our desires for many Maine.
If growers In thc United States
items, we often find ourselves
without the money we need, ex plant the acreage they expect to.
plains Paulson. This means we the 1957 national potato acreage
must make the best use of the will be one per cent larger than
money we have. A good way to that planted In 1956. The total
stretch our food dollar is to raise acreage, based on March 1 intern
our own vegetables for use fresh tions of late summer and fall crop
in season and stored for the winter potato farmers, as well as inten
tions and actual plantings report
either fresh, canned or frozen.
Vegetables raised in our own ed previously for producers of the
garden give us good, fresh vege , earlier potato crops, would be
tables, furnish recreation working 1.420.800 acres.
The two per cent reduction in
in the garden, stimulate family in
terest in working together. Each acreage indicated for the late
member of the family can have a summer and fall crop potatoes Is
part in the home garden, points more than offset by increases in
out Paulson. The youngsters may all of the other seasonal potato
have one or two plants or a small crops, points out Hazlett. Plant
area of the garden which they ings of the relatively small winter
care for all by themselves. This and early spring crops are oneseems to work out better than try quarter, or 16,000 acres, larger

Weymouth Grange will hold
open house Monday night. April
8. at 8 o'clock. State Lecturer
I-ottie York and State Deputies
Mr. and Mrs. Allen Young will be
present.
A good program has been ar
ranged for the evening.
Ri freshments of sandwiches,
cakes, doughnuts and coffee will
he served, also dancing after the
program.
Erskine York of Camden will
be present to furnish t-.vo num
bers.
Seventeen Granges have been
Evening Star Grange
notified of the epen house meet
Evening Star Grange met Moning.
All Granger are asked to bring daj- evening and Easter greetings
were received from several mem
sweets.
bers unable to attend, including
Limerock Valley Pomona
Mrs. Max Lassen, who now lives
I.'merock Valley
Pomona
in West Hartford, Conn.
Grange will meet April 13 at South
The program, the general theme
Thomiston with Wessaweskeag
Grange. The sneaker will be of which was “Maine” was as fol
lows: Opening song, "Home, Sweet
Rev. Williams J. Rcbbins.
There will be special music, aid Home”; Inteiesting talks on Maine
the ladies’ quartet will present a bj- members in answer to a Roll
musical
tableau,
“The
First Call; Poem, “Maine—You're Just
A Rugged Homespun State", Jose
Easter”.
phine Finley; reading, Elinor Nor
There will be no degree work.
wood; poem, “Maine Travelogue”,
Wessaweskeag Grange
Lurlie Davis; The original State of
At the meeting of March 27, a
Maine Song composed by George
donation was voted for the Crip Thornton Edwards <1913) and the
pled Children's Fund.
present official song—State of
The meeting of April 10 will be Maine by Roger Vinton Snow
Guest Officers’ Night and on the <19371, Josephine Finley; Insurance
13th Wessaweskeag will entertain joke, John Carroll; Maine Quiz,
Limerock Valley Pomona Grange. Ruth Boynton; an orignal poem
The pregram of the last meet written bj- Mrs. Clara Overlock
ing included jokes by Estell El and read b>- Josephine Finley.
well and readings b>- Carrie Nash Also, a peanut hunt, an April fool
and E’.hel Woster. Also, stories stunt and an auction of two cani
by Eugene Rackliff, Fred Ray. sters of peanuts which caused
George Niles and Lillian Rackliff. much merriment.
Ri-fdles -vere presentd by Hattie
The lecturer's march first prize
Brown who also gave the closing was won by Richard Austin and
thought.
second prize bj- Elinor Norwood.
The lecturer’s march was won
“Easter” will be the theme of
by Eugene Wiggin.
the program at the next meeting.
Megunticook Grange

The program for the evening in
charge of Lecturer Lucia Hopkins
•vas cuitailed because of unfore
seen difficulties, lack of a pianist,
etc.
However, it will be back
to normal for the meeting of April
10.
Master Eugene St. Clair read
an editorial from the Grange
Herald, by Ralph Whitten, stress
ing the importance of "selling the
whole package” when talking of
the Grange, all the advantages,
better laws, educational, as well
as the friendliness and sociability.
J. Herbert Gould gave a short
reading on legislative matters.
The prgoram included a piano
solo by Jessie Heald; reading by
Gertrude Palmer; stunt, led by

than the crop planted in 1956.
Growers of late spring and early
summer potatoes have reported
Intentions of planting three per
cent, or 9000 more acres than was
planted in 1956.
In marketing guides issued by
the U. S. Department of Agricul
ture. growers were asked to re
duce 1957 plantings to a level
5‘-.-G per cent below that of the
year earlier. If growers in each
state follow the acreage guide and
the yield in 1957 is the same as for
the four years 1953-56, the result
ing crop would be about 213 mil
lion hundredweights. This is a
quantity which the USDA feels can
be marketed to return growers
reasonable prices, Hazlett says.

Another Big Show
JOHN DEERE DAV
THE DATE

TUESDAY, APRIL 9, 1957

THE TIME
THE PLACE

7.30 P.M.

---------------------

AUDITORIUM, Union, Me.

* Displays

• Films

THOMPSON MEMORIAL

* Door Prizes

We re Expecting You on

* Refreshments

©

JOHN DEERE OMV

Compliments of

c.

Lecturer Lucia Hopkins; reading.
“The Wind And The Frolic”, by
Past Master Rose LeBlanc.
It was announced that on April
10 a special game party will be
held after the meeting to raise
spending money for two Grange
boys who are graduating in June
and are leaving on the Washing
ton trip in a few days. Every
one is asked to bring prizes.
On April 10. Lucy Whittier's 4-H
Club w-ill be one of the numbers
Special music is expected.
The lecturer's march was won
by Robie Ames and the closing
thought -.vas by Thelma Brown

BURGESS & SON
FOX OVER 32 YEARS

UNION, MAINE
42-43

t—————————————————————————————

Two- Fresh Fruits
Now In Markets
Offer Taste Treats
A "rhubarb" in baseball is far
from a complimentarj- word. But
rhubarb used in cooking is one of
spring's most tantalizing foods.
4-H Club Doings
These two recipes couple rhu
barb with another favorite of
By Loaaa Shihtea—4-H
spring, fresh pineapple. The pie
Club Agent
is elegant and tasteful. The in
herent tartness of both fruits is
_
. .
..
. .. .
,
mellowed by the judicious use ot
' Warren
sugar.
The
pudding
contrasts
this
Sharon Overlook, president of
tartness „with a „crumbly
the Diligent Dozen called the same
.
.
meeting to order b>- saying the
ping.
Either
dessert
is
delicious
club pledge.
Thc second year
sewing girls made blouses while “as is” or topped with cream.
the cooking girls made cookies.
Rhubarb Pineapple Pie
Kathy Kenniston had a visit with 1 9” unbaked pie shell and suffi
the group.
cient pastry for lattice top

By Henry Teague

Ten years ago the poultry in
dustry offered an excellent living
for everv individual with even fair
......
_ .
ability. Today it is not offering
decent living for the most skilled.
About the only thing left to boast

week plan is out the window and
new incentive plans will be substi
tuted. That's the way it should be
except that the time to start an in
centive plan is when there is some
incentive money around. If it is
to «iVe the grower a better break'

dustry and that's a boast of little other way of cutting down °n the
meaning, for size is based on grower? Will there be a quick
shift back to the penny when pro
quantity and not profit.
fits show again?
Why is it that the poultry indus
No lessons were learned in 1954
try cannot seem to cut back by
bj’ any branch of the industry.
l’i cups fresh pineapple
Appleton
any other means that near bank
After a brief period of good profits,
Lois Goldschmidt, Alena Fuller l’i cups fresh rhubarb
ruptcy? Every one connected with
the whole industry- moved back
and Betsj- Rcbbins are to plan 1 1 tablespoon lemon juice
the industry knows that an across
into an even worse situation. There
the recreation for the Appleton 2 tablespoons corn starch
the board cut hack on every poul
is a lot of smoke around now. How
Boosters.
Judj- Escincy and 1 teaspoon cinnamon
try farm in the nation would bring
much fire there is beneath this
Sylvia Demmons for thc club tour 2 eggs, slightly beaten
back profits again. But no one
smoke is anyone’s guess. Sure,
Doris Jackson and Maureen Mit 2 cups sugar
sems to have anj- clear idea how
eggs will be higher this fall. Why?
Wash and cut rhubarb in Vi”
chell the style show at the com
this can be done. Actually it might
Because so manj’ poultrymen lost
pieces. Remove rind, core and
munity club or Grange.
he pretty simple except for one
The cooking girls made biscuits “eyes” from pineapple and dice. thing, the cheaters. That's the their shirts that they- did not have
and the sewing girls worked on Sprinkle lemon juice over fruit. word and it has an ugty sound, but money enough to start new pullets.
If they are not back next spring
their dresses, aprons and draw- Combine corn starch and cinna that's the way it is.
there will be others filling those
mon. Sprinkle over fruit.
string bags.
We are not calling any individual empty houses and hatchery salesCombine egs and sugar. Add to
Hope
i or gioup by this name. It is not men will be on every farm promotfruit and mix well.
At roll call of the Hopeful
Turn into pie shell. Cover with as official as that. How would you jng a new surplus.
Homemakers, each girl named a
a lot of breeder birds have been
pastry strips. Bake in hot oven describe these cheaters? They are
different kind of a bird.
425 F 15 minutes, then reduce heat not Only a part of tbe poult,y ln" moving to market lately. That's
Margaret Carr showed how to to 350 F and continue baking for dustry’ they can aPP«a' anywhere. „ gOod sign fol. a shortage of
cut out doll clothes using a petThey are the one who agree to cut hatching eggs will mean fewer
45 minutes.
tern.
back and then go ahead full steam broilers. Then all the big broiler
Yield: 1 9” pie.
The leader, Joye Pearse ex-1
to take advantage of the honest boys will be tearing around lookRhubarb Pineapple Dessert
plained the safety program and1
efforts of others. While you are jng fol. more breeder farms. That's
the younger girls learned, man l’i cups fresh rhubarb
cutting your flock 20 per cent the tj,c wav
w,|| wo,g and the botlli cups fresh pineapple
ners in school and play.
i cheater is increasing his flock. He tom side of the cycle will be com1 tablespoon lemon juice
sees a quick profit and makes a jng Up agajn
Jefferson
1 tablespoon corn starch
grab before his ilk wrecks the
Somewhere in this swampy wildThe Luckiettes held t«.vo judging li cup granulated sugar
whole cut back program.
erness there must be a leader who
contests at their last meeting. 1 teaspoon cinnamon
If it were not for the cheaters, it wm assemble a group of intelligent
Theodora Albert winner of the li teaspoon salt
would
not be too difficult to use men who will work out some kind
good grooming and Catherine Fish 6 tablespoons butter
organized cut backs to cope with of a workable plan. It’s a nice
of the lunches.
6 tablespoons flour
] surplus situations. It would be a thought anyway.
The group voted to send a card 14 cup brown sugar
1 big deal, but it could work. This
to Judy’s mother, Mrs. Hansen. ’4 cup graham crackers, crushed
would not effect legitimate expan
Due to sickness the meeting took
Wash and cut rhubarb in li
sion. It would not keep out new Amateur Farmers
Georges Valley Grange
place at Peggy Flagg’s home.
pieces. Remove rind, core and pouitry enterprises. But it would
The third and fourth degrees
'eyes from pineapple and dice, keep the industry from wrecking To Try Hand At
Burkettville
were conferred upon David Bryant
i itgelf at RUch fl.equent intervals.
Judith Sukeforth, secretary of Sprinkle with lemon juice.
and Judith Esancy Tuesdaj- even
Combine fruit with following four What poultl.yman is there who Sign Painting
the Jolly Hustlers reports the
ing by the degree team of Acorn
younger girls made chocolate ingredients. Arrange in 10” x 6” would not be glad to cut his flock
The boys of the Amateur FarmGrange of Cushing. Also taking
milk, the older girls cooked and x 2” baking dish. Cream butter. if he knew that he was going to era 4-H Club in West Rockport
the degrees were Brenda Freeman,
made deviled eggs, and salad Add flour and sugar and mix well. increase his profits by so doing?
have taken on a project which will
Bettj- Grinnell, Antoinette Stalk
Stir in graham crackers. Sprinkle
dressing.
The same result i.^attained at see them manufacture and erect
and Elmer Stark of Medomac Valthe present time in a slow and street signs for the community.
The sewing girls made pin over fruit.
lej- Grange of Burkettville.
Bake in preheated moderate cruel way. Instead of everyone
cushions, and practiced how to
The youngsters decided upon
A baked bean supper was served
thread thc machine and how to oven, 350'F 40 minutes or until loining in to bring back the in- the project a( a recent meeting
following the degree work.
fruit
is
tender.
Serve
with
cream,
dustry, it is a matter of survival held at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Visitors were present from Me stitch.
if desired.
of the fittest with the most money David Hamalainen.
St.
George
President
gunticook, Acorn and Medomac
Yield: 4 servings.
in reserve. Month after month the
Carol Wall, secretary of the
Donald Starr is to obtain the pine
Valley.
depression rolls on and finalty the
Abnakis Club reports that all
are going to dust the room before rumor starts that the bottom is lumber, paint and other materials
Acorn Grange
members are hard at work on
in readiness for the meeting to be
By Fannie Darts
and after the clinic is held.
reached and that a few months
their dresses and skirts for the
Plans were made to plant flow hence prices will be better. This held during spring school vaca
The meeting: of Acorn Grange style show.
ers by Isabell's store for a com is good news to those who have tion, which will be held at the
on April 3, w-as very mcch en
The members plan to make offi
home of Mr. and Mrs. Matthew
munity project.
joyed with 34 members present,
survived but along the way may
cial 4-H uniforms which they will
Starr.
Plans
are
being
made
for
a
be strewn the wreckage of hundalso two visitors from Megunti
wear to the Catherdral of the
At least a part of vacation will
radio program. On planning com- reds and even thousands of poulcook Grange.
Pines.
be spent in the project by the boys
mittee are: Lorna Messer, Judy | try enterprises.
The program w-as presented by
It was voted to sell tickets for
Pavson. Gail Kirkpatrick and ( A few months of profitable prices who have carried out several pro
Grace and Lester Delano
the Red Cross Dance and benefit
jects for the community- in recent
Sandra Calderwood.
! and thc swing downward starts
Highlights of the program were:
being held at Rockland Com
years, one of which was the trim
Mrs.
Clark
showed
how
to
use
again
and
it
may
be
a
year
and
Solos b>- Donald and Alice Welt of
munity Building.
Also, to help
ming of trees at the cemetery
oranges and bananas for decorat- I even two years before good times
Camden; a piano solo by Mrs.
the Gray Ladies serve refresh
two years ago.
ing puddings.
Then, each girl I return again. And this all happens
Johnson, and an accordion solo
ments.
decorated a small pudding. Coco-1 because too many persons are too
by Mildred Wallace.
Camden
The lecturer's march was won
nut, bananas, peaches, oranges, i eager to grab those profits and Burgess Holding
At the last meeting of the Sea whip cream and nuts were donat- I they expand to a point where they
by Crosbj- Prior.
Walter Powers w-as reported ill side 4-H, Karen Smith and Ann ed hy Gordon’s, Cunningham's, are in a dangerous position finan- John Deere Day
and a shower of cards are to be Sullivan gave a demonstration on Goff’s stores and Mrs. Laura daily when the next depression
Tuesday Evening
comes.
sent to him, addressed to Union. hems and the best hems to use Kirkpatrick.
Probabty
the
real
key
to
the
A bee was held by some of the on skirts and dresses.
Warren
The farm equipment supply
Mrs. Mary Leonard gave a very
members last week, at which time
A report on what they have done situation is the broiler industry. flrm of C. M. Burgess and Son of
the shingles around the yard of interesting talk on home safety. on their project was given at roll The real control starts with the
Union is holding its annual John
the Grange hall were cleaned up. In her talk she told what to do in call of the Warren Wonder Work hatching egg flocks. Hold those
Deere Day at thc Thompson
case
of
fire
and
how
to
prevent
flocks down to a reasonable output
On April 10 there will be a
ers.
Memorial Building at 7.30 p. m.
and the broiler industry would op
square dance for members at the it.
Plans were started for the
Tuesday.
Grange hall.
erate
on
a
far
more
profitable
North Union
mothers’ entertainment which will
Films on agriculture and dis
basis. The owners of the breeder
It w-as voted by the Grange to
The Meadow View plans to have be held during April vacation.
plays will be featured at the event
flocks would get a reasonable price
contribute to the Wells Grange their parents night, May 10. Ron
Jean
Starrett
demonstrated
for their eggs and the hatchery with door prizes being presented
building fund, also Easter Seals ald Luce and Lyle Cramer will
deviled eggs; Nancy Norwood,
during the evening.
were purchased.
have demonstrations.
The rest how to thread the sewing machine could sell the chicks at a profit.
The flrm has been in business
All
this
would
give
new
life
to
I would like to thank Sister will bring refreshments.
and Nancy Starrett, inserting a
the table egg division. There would in Union 32 years and several
Katheryn Maloney, who wrote the
The club decided to enter the skirt zipper.
be no surplus hatching eggs on the years ago instituted John Deere
Grange news for me while I w-as soil conservation poster contest.
away.
market.
The higher price of Day which has proven popular
Alter thc meeting they went into
Under the guise of religion some
broilers would help the price of with farmers of Knox, Lincoln and
At the meeting of April 17, Eve- the woods and learned to identify mighty poor excuses get by.
fowl. All in all it makes a nice Waldo Counties.
lj-n and Grace Delano and Ruth trees.
All interested persons are wel
Prior w-ill serve on the refresh
Justice to some people is getting P*c^ure an<* sooner or later that's
Martinsville
come to attend.
ment committee.
what they want—not what they
way d 8 f’ot to
The Little Cookies made oat
Take the broiler growers them
Warren Grange
meal cookies at their last meeting. justly deserve.
Too bad so many people use their
selves. Those who were on the
By Nancy Benner
They are going to have white ap
straight penny a week enjoyed tongue as an express agent.
INDEMNITY INSURANCE
A meeting of the Grange Circle rons and chef hats with green em COMPANY OF NORTH AMERICA none of the extra profits of 1955,
was held Tuesday afternoon at the blems. They are learning every
Philadelphia. Pennsylv-nia
HOI.YOKE MUTUAL FIRE
but thej- are certainly suffering
ASSETS, DEC. 31, 1956
INSURANCE COMPANY IN
hall. Red Cross work was done day table setting. Next meeting
from
the
losses
of
1956-57.
Now
it
Salem, Massachusetts
Bonds,
$113,270 076.72
and a 6 o'clock supper was served. will be April 10.
Stocks,
123.670,616.76 is being said that the old penny a
ASSETS, DEC. 31, 1936
Two applications for Grange
Cash and Bank De
Bonds,
$4,873,633.90
Hope
membership w-ere received.
AMERICAN BONDING COMPANY Stocks.
posits,
10,274,299.64
4,713.642.00
John Wentworth, president of
OF BALTIMORE
Agents Balances or Un
Real Estate Owned,
150.000.00
Recent donations have been
the Hatchet Mountain Boys called
Baltimore, Maryland
collected Premiums, 18.232 750.05
Cash and Bank De
made to the Red Cross, the Grange
the meeting to order. One of the Other Assets,
ASSETS. DEC. 31, 1956
3.969.998.36
posits.
394,659.08
Educational Aid Fund and Easter
Bonds,
$1,677 2*6.78 Agents Balances or Un
fathers offered a barrel for a
Seals.
Total Assets,
$289 417,771.53 Stocks,
1,300,478.00
collected Premiums,
489,913.25
trash can at the beach.
Harvel Crockett and Betty
LIABILITIES, SURPLUS AND
Cash and Bank DeOther Assets,
51,297.45
Their leader, William Hardy OTHER FUNDS. DEC. 31, 1956
posits
394.331.10
Rhoda are the lunch committee
talked about starting seeds in Reserve for Losses. $92,557,314.81 Agents Balances or UnTotal Assets,
$10,673,145.68
I for next week.
Reserve for Loss Adjustcollected Premiums,
468.346.99
doors for the gardens.
LIABILTIES, SURPLUS AND
A group of boys met Tuesday
ment Expenses,
10,620,000.00 Other Assets,
144,415.21 OTHER FUNDS. DEC. 31, 1956
For recreation they all went to
afternoon and formed a club spon
Reserve for Unearned
Reserve for Losses.
$290,954.00
the school social.
Total Assets.
$3,984,818.08 Reserve for Loss Adjust
Premiums,
58.409,493.00
sored b>- the Community Service
LIABILITIES.
SURPLUS
AND
5.121.329.77
Reserve for Taxes,
Union
ment Expenses,
32.000.00
committee, to be know-n as the
At a recent meeting of the All Other Liabilities, 7,125.801.20 OTHER FUNDS. DEC. 31, 1956 Reserve for Unearned
"Pick-Up Club." Doris Jenkins is
Reserve for Taxes,
$17,500.00
Premiums,
3,527.767.02
club advisor. Officers are: Barry Owaissa, Lee Saucier and Gail
$173,833,938.78 All Other Liabilities,
212,498.99 Reserve for Taxes.
Total Liabilities,
143 500.00
Jenkins, president; Joel Mbore, Kirkpatrick are going to touch up Special Surplus
All Other Liabilities,
50,584.31
Total
Liabilities.
$229,998.99
Funds,
the
paint
in
the
clinic
room.
Re

$65,583,832.75
vice president; Charles Stimpson,
Capital
Paid
Up
or
Capital
Paid
Up
or
Total
Liabilities,
$4,044,805.33
secretary. Carl Lehto is in charge becca Collins and Dorothy Eckert
Statutory Deposit, $1,000,000.00 Guaranty Capital.
5.000,000.00
Statutory- Deposit,
$100,000.00
of games or sports for the next
Unassigned Funds
Unassigned Funds
Unassigned Funds
meeting.
Other members arc: month.
(Surplus),
2.754,819.09
(Surplus),
23,000.000.00
(Surplus),
$6,626,310.35
There wil be a rummage sale
Bruce Stimpson and Larry Jen
Surplus
as
Regards
Surplus
as
Regards
Surplus
as
Regards
kins.
soon by the Grange; if any of our
Policyholders,
$3,754,819.01
Policyholders,
$95.563832.75
Policyholders,
$6,628,310.35
The boy’s plan to keep clean friends have anything for us, call
either
Nan
Benner
or
Luella
stretches of roadsides near their
$3,964,818.08
$269,417,771.53
Total,
Total,
Total,
$10,673,146.68
j homes. They will meet once a Crockett and it will be picked up.
39-S-46
39-S-45

Tuuday-Thunday-Saturday
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ROCKLAND STUDENTS INDICATE

3.1ttenb XJour Cluircli

WIDE RANGE OF JOB INTERESTS
ON EVE OF CAREER CONFERENCE

w

f

J

v

W

S
sX

St. John the Baptist Episcopal
Church. Thomaston: Holy Com
munion every Sunday at 8 a. m.,
preceded by morning prayer at
7.40 a. m. Sunday School every
Sunday at 10.30 a. m. except first
Sunday of the month. Morning
Prayer and Family Service first
Sunday of each month for parents,
children.
A warm invitation is
extended to everyone to attend
thia service. Communion break
fast at 9 a. m. each Sunday at
Knox Hotel.
• • •

w

CD

E3

f\zl

L_

Legend has it that, long ago, the dog

wood came into bloom on Calvary and
that, afterwards, a cross was implanted

THE church for ALL . . .
AU FOR THE CHURCH

into the flower itself, to remain for all
time. You can see it if you look closely,

rust brown against tha white of each in

dividual blossom.

•

Many of us carry crosses, faint like the
dogwood’s emblem but with us, never

,
Ihe'e are ,0“' sound
a'tend sWhy e’*ry Per,on should
attend services regularly and sup
port the Church
They are (
For h,s own sake
(2) rQr
'
children s sake
(3) For the sake
of hi. community and nation
(4
For the sake ol the Church ..sell
which needs h,s moral ar.d matonal support
Pian to go lo

theless. Somehow, in this Lenten season,
we become particularly conscious of
them and of our need for help—a certain

kind

of help, that can be

found only

through the things we learn in Church.

The Church doesn’t pretend to banish

our cares and woes.

The Church is Ihe greatest (ac
tor on earth lor th. budding oi
character and good citizenship It
is a storehouse oi spiritual values
W-Ihout a strong Church, neither
?u,XraCTh"Or
can

But, its teachings

BAl'e dm7U‘adr and read your

realistically consider the experiences of
life itself. No matter what our personal
cross may be, we seem able to bear its

burden with more strength.
Lent is a wonderful time in which to
begin

making

church-going

a

regular

part of your life—if you haven’t already.

Book
pay
---. Chapter Verses
Sunday
Psalms
Psalms
<i
.
Monday
Isaiah
Tuesday Mark
WednesdyMark
Thursday Luke
Friday
john
Saturday James

Copyright 1957. Keister Adv. Service, Straaburf,

Va.

Sponsored by
COFFIN'S CLOTHING

HOCKING GRANITE INDUSTRIES, INC.

Men’s and Boys’

GRANITE MANTELS FOR FIREPLACES
Clark Island

THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK

G. H. ASTON & SONS

Member of Federal Reserve System
Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corp.

410-412 MAIN STREET

TEL. 3

,

PARK ST. MOTORS, INC.

MCDONALD'S
THOMASTON

Visit Our Luncheonette

MAINE

Studebaker, Packard and Willys
Sales and Service

LINCOLN E. McRAE

BOB'S RESTAURANT

INVESTMENTS

19 PARK STREET--------72 MAIN STREET
Family Style Dinners Served Daily

ALBERT B. ELLIOT
INSURANCE

-

WALTER MORSE

REAL ESTATE

“FLOWERS”

Thomaston, Maine

BOYINGTON'S SUNOCO
LLOYD'S REXALL DRUGS

CAMDEN STREET

Prescription Specialists
428 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND

CARR'S WALLPAPER AND PAINT CENTER
J. J. NEWBERRY CO.
ROCKLAND’S COMPLETE FAMILY STORE

ROCKLAND ESSO STATION
U-HAUL TRAILERS FOR RENT
Telephone 8004
John Carry, Prop.

CROCKETT'S FLYING "A" SERVICE
USED CARS AND GENERAL REPAIRING

Authorized Distributor of Dutch Boy Paints
S86 MAIN ST.
TEL. 25-W
ROCKLAND

BRACKETT'S DRUG STORE
THOMASTON - MAINE

THE THOMASTON NATIONAL BANK
Member of Federal Reserve System

Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corp.

MARITIME OIL COMPANY

McCARTY'S DRUG STORE
YOUR FAMILY DRUG STORE

SUPERIOR GAS & OIL CO., INC.
ESSO PRODUCTS

NEWBERT'S RESTAURANT

SENTER - CRANE'S
A QUALITY DEPARTMENT STORE

STARR BROS., INC.

RICHARDSON'S
Clothing and Shoes
THOMASTON

RICHARDS' RADIO - T. V.
Sales and Service — Home Appliances
THOMASTON

Roekland, Maine

W. C. LADD AND SONS
INSURANCE

Rockland, Maine

BICKNELL MANUFACTURING CO.
REED'S WOOD SHOP
Come In and Look Around
ROUTE 1
SOUTH WARREN

LAMB'S DRY CLEANERS
SERVICE AS YOU WANT IT

STANLEY'S GARAGE
HUDSON — RAMBLER
Sales and Service

ROCKLAND GRAIN CO.
46 Park Street

Telephone 806

WIRTHMORE FEEDS

A.

C. McLOON & CO.

Distributor Shell Gasoline, Range, Fuel Olla
Utility-Gas and Appliances

FROST & WILKINS, INC.

BOSTON-ROCKLAND TRANSPORTATION CO.

RANGE AND FUEL OIL

Serving Nova Scotia. Boston, Belfast, Ellsworth
Yarmouth, Halifax, N. S.

ROCKLAND LOAN & BUILDING ASSN.
Serving Knox County in Thrift and
Home Ownership Since 1888

ROBERT C. BURNS
Concrete Vaults and Septic Tanks
485 Old County Rd.
Phone 1438
Rock

At Owls Head Baptist Church,
morning worship and communion.
Sunday at 8.45 a. m.; church
school 10 a. m.; B.Y.F., 6 p. m.
and prayer hour, Thursday, at
7.30 p. m.
• • •

vere exciting. Alexander Graham
Bell who invented the telephone in
1876, probably never foresaw such
an historic development of his in
vention 80 years later, of a cable
stretched across the Atlantic con
necting by telephone the land of
his New England wife and his
native Scotland and uniting the
peoples of the world in such a
practical way. Guests were Don
Harriman, Boothbay Harbor, Ned
Cutting, Bob Hudson, Rockland,
Paul Hurlburt, Dale Fugel and
Paul Quinn. Camden High School
students,

Rockland High students have
Alfred St. Clair, student occu
indicated a strong interest in the pations chairman, reported the re
professions of teaching, secre suits of a school wide survey of
tarial work, nursing, air trans occupation interests of students, j
portation and the armed forces
The figures showed a heavy inhut local business and profession terest by both boys and girls in
al leaders will have to do some teaching, air transportation, engi
convincing talking next week if neering. science, government and
they wish to see the students fol public service, accounting and
low many of these vocations in bookkeeping and architecture and
the Rockland area.
1 drafting in order of their prefer- ;
An indication that the students I ence.
Boys selected the armed
WASHINGTON
not only want to be told of local 1 services as their greatest ImineMrs. Madolyn Turffs and Mrs.
opportunities and advantages, but diate interest with the Navy takJosephine Finley were in Sears
that they would have to be eon ing first place. Next came iron.
mont Monday evening March 25,
vinced. was
noted
Thursday j steel and machinery business
where they assisted Mrs. Thelma
afternoon at an orientation iunch-! occupations and motor transporCole with the installation of Arbu
eon in preparation for next tation.
tus Chapter, O.E.S. of Liberty.
week's Rocklad High Career Con- i The girls, indicated interest in
Mrs. Turffs was installing chapference. The luncheon was at- secretarial work, nursing, home-!
’ain and Mrs. Finley, organist.
tended by several city and busi- I making and beautician work in The meeting took place in Sears
ness leaders and a group of stu- that order.
mont because the Masonic Temple
dents who are arranging for the
In the professions that covered under construction in Liberty is
career day.
both sexes, careers as doctors and not yet completed. Other mem
Remarks made by Rockland lawyers came low on the survey bers of Fond-du-Lac Chapter at
Chamber of Commerce President sheet.
tending were Gertrude Ludwig,
Clinton Gifford on the benfits of : The Career Conference will be Ruth Boynton, Leta Tibbetts,
living in Maine were picked up gin Tuesday morning with a panel Louise Ames and Esther Peabody,
by one young girl who asked why discussion whose participants will j The nex| meetlng of thc Exten.

At the Universalist Church the
regular service of worship will be
held at 11 a. m. with music by the
choir under the direction of Esther
S. Rogers and Vesta L Orr, or
ganist. Rev. William J. Robbins
will reach on the topic "OutTides Of the Spirit." The church
school. Sam Collins, superintend
Worship services for members
of The Church of Christ will be ent. meets at the same hour for
study.
conducted at 3 p. m. Sunday ln
Appointments for the week in
Grand Army Hall, on Limerock
clude: Brownie Pack meetings on
street Evangelist Dwaine Evans
of Augusta will lead. All visitorb Monday and Thursday at 4; BoyScout Troop 203 Monday at 7;
welcome.
choir rehearsal at the church on
• • •
Tuesday at 7.15. The Chapin Class
The Church of Jesus Christ of will be entertained at the home of
Latter
Day Saints (Mormon) Mrs. George St. Clair, 72 Rankin
holds
services every Sunday street on Tuesday afternoon.
morning at 10 in the Grand Army- There will be a monthly circle
Hall on Limerock Street. Every supper at the church Wednesday
one is welcome.
at 6 with Mrs. Donald Farrand
• as
and Mis. Ralph Nutt as co-chair the job opportunities and high Include Hudson. Gifford, Allen, j sion G,.oup w„, be Thu^ay/
St. Bernard’s Rockland, Sunday men.
wage rates of larger municipali and George Brackett representing Apri, lg whcn ,he members
Masses, 8 and 11 a. m. St. James
ties should not be taken advan the Kiwanis Club, a representative meet with Mrs
Gove at
• • •
Thomaston, 9 a. m.; Our Lady of
of the New England Telephone South Liberty. Subject, “Pattern
The Reorganized Church of tage of.
Good Hope, Camden, 9.30 a. m.; Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints,
Rcbert Hudson, Central Maine i and Telegraph Company, and and Fabric Selections.”
Confessions at St. Bernard's, Sat Highland street. Pastor Rev. Power Company division manager. ; Paul Huber, WRKD manager,
L. H. Stevens. 90, and Mrs. Maturday at 3.30 and 7 p. m. Daily George Woodward, for the week allowed that is was probably a who will act aa panel moderator
tie Overloek in the 80's were
Mass at 6.45 a. m.
of April 7 are as follows: Church good thing for graduates to leave ' during the symposium,
among the first in the village to
School. 10 a. nr.; The Lords Sup the community for higher educa-1 Thecareer conference at the
show signs of spring fever. In
St. Peter’a Episcopal Church: per. 11 a. m.; Preaching, 7 p. tion or enployment.
This would school consists of a program of j factbef“ore spring Arrived’ they
Order of Services: Parish Com m.; Prayer Service, Wednesday give them a basis for comparison testing
procedures and special bad ,everaI rooma painted and
munion and Sermon, 9.30 a. m.; evening, 7 p. m.
between their own area and that counseling.
It will he launched papered ready for SUmmer.
Communion
Breakfast,
10.30;
• • •
of other areas, he said. It would Tuesday morning and will con- ! jjr and Mrs M. E. Robbins
Church School, 11.00. Weekdays.
The services at the church of the then be the job ot local peopl tinue for about two weeks with were suppel. guests of Mr. and
Mass, Tuesday, Thursday and FrlNazarene are as follows: The Sun to entice them back with a well group discussions led by leaders Mrs. William Calderwood at the
day at 730 a m., Wednesday.
day School opens at 9.45 a. m. The founded argument of our o-.vn ad in the field of which the particular Branch Tuesday.
I 6 a. m.
Morning Worship is at 11 o’clock, vantages.
group has shown interest.
Mr. and Mrs. Talbot Johnston,
Gifford told the group that
and the message is "Lest We For
Student leaders in the two Mrs. Hollis Weaver, Mr. and Mrs.
The Pratt Memorial Methodist
get”. A communion service will proof of the desirability of living week program include; David Bert Sidelinger, Mr. and Mrs.
Church. Merle S. Conant minister,
follow the sermon. The Young here in this state lies in the fact Dean, chairman; Peter Karl, as- George Finley and Mr. and Mrs.
will hold its worship service at
People’s Meeting is at 6 p. m. that thousands of people travel to sistant chairman; Ann Savitt, see- Fred Ludwig were among those
10.30. The sermon theme will be
Their annual meeting will be held Maine every year for a few weeks retary; Alfred St. Clair, occujfa- from Washington to enjoy the MinGod's Sacrifice.” Anne Davis
at this time. The Evening Service whereby local resident have its tions chairman; and Judith Pease, »trel Show at Waldoboro, recentwill play ’’Choral” by Palestrine.
is at 7 o’clock, and the sermon is, living advantages year around.
president of the student council, ly, this being the last show in the
"Eye Hath Not Seen" by Gaul,
“Dying on the Cross". Thc mid
—-----------------------------------------—- beautiful
Waldo Theatre before it
and "Great and Marvelous” byweek prayer meeting is Wednes
in
the
former
Jackson
place
on
*
s
made
over into a Masonic
Gaul. The cho.r will sing “O
SPRUCE HEAD
day at 7 o'clock. The Caravan
Clarry Hill. Mr. Nute has employ- Temple.
Time marches on and
Saving Victim” by Tours, and C.
Mr. and Mra. Dorian Ames
groups will meet at their appointed
ment with Robert Heald at the Waldo Theatre passes into obEugene DeGroff will present the
spent last weekend in Connecticut. Union Wood Products.
time and places.
! livion.
solo "Calvary" by Rodney. The
Mr. and Mrs. Milton Elwell and
• • •
Mrs.
Dorothy
Hill
of
Fitchhurg,
i
—
———————
Church School will meet at 11
At the Congregational Church, daughter Carol, Mrs. Ruth Luce ....
.
"
LEGAL NOTICE
COMPLAINT
o’clock for the study of the Bible Rev. Charles R. Monteith. pastor: of Rockland. Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Mass., has been a recent guest J
of her sister. Mrs. Marguerite I
(NEGLECT OF CHILD)
lesson for the week. The Youth Passion Sunday will be observed Small of Ash Point were Sunday
STATE OF MAINE
Fellowship meets at 5 o clock with aj 1040, with sermon by the pas- callers of Mr. and Mrs. N. C. Gorden.
Larry Gorden entertained a !' To the Honorable Judge of the
Alan Grossman as the speaker. ^or_ ,.A Doubter Sees Thc Light". Elwell.
! supper group Wednesday. Pres- Rockland Municipal Court hoiden
His subject will be The Pass- , The 8enior choir will present an
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Batty have
. ,,
,,
at Rockland within and for tha
over.
The members of the Union . a„them, and a trio will be present- returneef to Portland after spend ent were Roger Austin. Kenneth c^unty „f Rnox Joscphine Rice o(
Fellowship will be guests.
ed by yir8 Robert Lindquist and ing- a few days at their home here. Calderwood, Fred Morine and Rockland, in the County of Knox.
Frank Austin. Thc latter leaves being at the time of making thn?
The Boy Scouts meet on Monday ; Ml, and Mrs. Warren Hili, with
Mrs. Edith Frazier of Lynn,
night at 7 o clock for their week- Lewis Pendleton directing and Mass., Mr. and Mrs. Howard I Saturday, having enlisted in the complaint, a police matron of tho
forces, and will report to
°f ^ocllland’ in behalf of said
ly program of Scouting. The Girl Mls Howard Rollins at the organ. Towle and son Gary of Augusta, armed
- . n;
xT
state, on oath complains and alleges tha, K(.nneth PR Pace ad.
Scouts will meet on Tuesday aft- j The deacons will usher and the Mrs. Henry Cazarro, Mr. and Fort D.x, New Jersey.
Mrs. Carrie Mank is visiting dress unknown, and Virginia Meernoon for Scout activities. Ruth Rounds Group wjn arrange the Mrs. Lewis Brown and children,
; Phee Pace, now of Longmeadow,
Rogers is the leader. The Bible | flowers. Church School classes Lewis. Jr., Charlotte. Carol and i Mr. and Mrs. George Fossett.
Mrs. Hattie Leach has re-opcnel Massachusetts, the parents of a
group meets on Tuesday evening for 4 year olds through high school Tommie of Portland were cadlers
at 7.30. Isaiah 36 , 37 , 38 will be , will convene at 9, and for 2 year the past week of Mr. and Mrs.
ter months in Rockland.
the study for discussion.
Tbe oldg througb grade 9 at 10 40. Llewellyn Elwell.
ty of Knox, namely. Dorothy
Anne Pace, born March 4. 1956,
Baraca Class will meet on Wed- > Comrades of the Way will leave at
Mrs. Clarence Johnson of Thorn
j at Rockland, Maine, on the 31st
nesday for business and a pro- j 30 for a Lincoln Association Pil- dike is guest of her daughter,
day of March, 1957, and on divers
gram. Supper will be served at grim Fellowship Rally at Boothbay Mrs. Lester Tweedie.
other days and times between
CAMDEN
6 o’clock. Leroy Chatto will pre- Harbor. At 8 o'oclock thc final
that date and the day of the date
Mrs. Eugenie Godfrey is a pa
MRS. KENNETH HERRICK
side. The Woman s Society is session of the current Discussion tient at Knox Hospital.
hereof at Rockland, ln said
Correspondent
County, said minor child was
sponsoring a cooking school on Gl0up will be held in the church
Telephone CEdar 6-2197
cruelly treated by said parents;
Thursday to be held at 7.30. Mrs. on the topic, -The Eternal Life”.
wilfully neglected by said parAlice Kirrill is the director and
Appointments for thc week in
_
_
.
. .
„
ents; by the wilful failure of said
lecturer. The committee is Pearl dude; Monday. Girl Scout Troops
The Camden Junior Extension parents not provided with suitUNION
Borgerson and Marguerite Has- J 7> 15 meet at 3, Roy Scout Troop
MRS. FLORENCE CALDERWOOD will meet on Monday, at the home able food, clothing, or privileges
of Mrs. Mary Leonard. Swedish ot education;
kel. The junior choir will re- ! 2C6 meets at 7 with a conservation
Correspondent
t
Wherefor,
your
complainant
Telephone 10-24
weaving is the subject and Mrs.
hearse on Friday afternoon at 3 movie as part of the meeting, and
prays that suitable and proper
o'clock led by Anne Davis. The at 8.45 the Explorer Crew of Troop
Vernette Robarts will be the leadprovision may be made for the
senior choir rehearses at 7 o'clock 206 will meet for a planning ses
er. Hostessess will be Mrs. Ruby | care, custody, support and educaThe Friendly Circle voted at
with Mr. DeGroff directing.
sion; Tuesday, Girl Scout Troops their last meeting to hold an Eas Moody and Mrs. Ruth Goodridge. tion of said child, under the pro• • •
The annual Tri-Hi-Y Mother and vision, of Section 249. of Chapter
1, 2 meet at 3, and Pack 206 Com ter breakfast following a com
The South Thomaston Methodist mittee meets with Cubmaster T. bined Easter Sunrise service of Dau8hte>- Educational banquet was 25 of the Revised Statutes of 1954
and acts amendatory thereof and
Church will meet for its Church L. Andrus at 7.30; Wednesday the
the Church of the Nazarene and held at ,he YMCA Wednesday eve- additional thereto,
School at 2 o’clock, and worship -hoir rehearsal will be held at 7;
Dated at Rockland, Maine, this
the Methodist Church. Committee ninK wi,h 36 PrMent F°“o»‘ne
service at 3 o'clock. According Thursday the Men's Association
will be Christine Barker, Ethel jthe banquet a short busines, meet 2nd day of April 1957.
JOSEPHINE J RICE.
to the present plans, Rev. G. Dun will hold its monthly meeting with
Creighton and Edna McKinley. ing was held at which time the Police Matron, City of Rockland,
can Moores, executive secretary Fred E. Harden, Jr., presenting an
The circle voted to exchange their numbers of the Tri-Hi-Y presented
Maine.
of the Maine Conference Board of illustrated lecture on Washington,
projector for a later tvpe to be Pierce Harle>’’ a check tor *100
STATE OF MAINE
Education
and Missions, will D. C., including pictures of the re
used in connection with the Sun- ward f»™ishings for the Y, this Knox, ss
speak and talk to the teachers of cent inaugural and Herbert AnderOn
this
2nd day of April, 1957,
dav School Church services and beinK ,heir Pro>ct for
yearpersonally appeared the above
the church school after the serv- aon Will present a "poverty supThe
guest
speaker
for
the
evening
MYF; to convert the woodshed
named Josephine Rice and made
ice, on Methodist Church School pcr- for tbe bcneflt of the Camp
room into a usable room by was Mr. Smail, a teacher at the oath that the above complaint by
literature.
All are welcome to Scholarship Fund of Boy Scout
sheathing the walls. This can be Mary E. Taylor Grade School. her signed is true.
these services.
1 Troop 206; Friday the Junior Choir
Before me,
used for a Sunday School room. Other guests present were Mr. and
DOMENIC P. CUCCINELLO,
* * *
i rehearses at 3.30.
Mrs.
Pierce
Harley
and
the
TriCircle committee to serve for May
Recorder of the Rockland Munici
At Littlefield Memorial Baptist '
. • •
Hi-Y
leader,
Mrs.
Percy
Hopkins.
dinners will be Aleda Fossett.
pal Court.
Church, church school classes will
At the First Baptist Curch this
The Camden Firemen’s Auxili-'
STATE OF MAINE
meet at 9.45 Sunday; morning wor- Sunday there will be a guest Mary Payson and Nina Fuller.
ary will hold their regular meeting (LS) Knox, as
Mrs.
Esther
Butler
was
in
Jeff

ship will be conducted by the pas- preacher. Rev. Roy Bohanan, pas
Rockland Municipal Court
at the Allen Payson Fire Station
tor at 11 a. m. The ordinance of tor of the Huntington Street Bap- erson last Thursday evening where
Rockland. Maine
on Thursday, April 11. Following
On the foregoing complaint
communion will be observed and tist Church in New London, Conn, she attended the installation of
the business meeting, Miss Cordelia hearing is ordered at the Rock
Her
the adult choir will sing. The new He will speak in the morning wor Lake View Chapter, OES.
Barnard will show colored slides. land Municipal Court in Rockland,
communion table will be dedicated ship service at 10.45 and in the sister. Mrs.’ Edna Parlin, was in
The auxiliary members are work County of Knox. State of Maine,
stalled
worthy
matron.
during the service and will be evening service at 7, which is
ing on bandages for the Red Cross. on the 16th day of April, 1957, at
used for the first time in a com- broadcast over WRKD at 7.30. The
Mr. and Mrs. Preston Parlin of Hostesses will be Mrs. Myrna 2.00 o’clock in the afternoon, and
it is further ordered that the par
munion service. A service of hap- Church School will have classes Jefferson visited Sunday with her
Boynton and Mrs. Priscilla Hart.
enta of said child be notified ol
tism will be held at the Warren for all age groups at 9.30 a. m.. brother-in-law and s ster. Mr. and
Mrs. Helena Cheney is a medical the pendency of these proceedings
Baptist Church on Sunday at 2.30 and small children will be cared Mrs. Harold Butler.
patient at the Camden Community- by service in hand to Virginia M.
p. m. carol choir will rehearse for in the nursery during the morn
Pace and by mwspaper - publica
Seven Tree Grange entertain, Hospital.
Sunday at 5.15 p. m.; junior B.Y.F. ing service. The young people of the Traveling Grange Wednesday,
tion 3 times before April 16. 1957,
Joe Crowley, manager of the to Kenneth R. Pace whose resi
will meet at 6 p. m. in the vestry; the Senior Ambassadors and Early
April 10.
Mr. and Mrs. John
senior B.Y.F. will meet at 6 p. m. Teen-agers will have a combined Burns are committee for refresh Rockland Office of the New Eng dence is unknown, and that the
land Telephone and Telegraph County Attorney of said county,
in the Fidelis room; evening serv meeting at 5.45 with Rev. Bohanan
the State Department of Health
ments.
Company and member of thc Rock and Welfare and the Municipal
ice will be held at 7.15 p. m., the as guest speaker.
Seven
Tree
Grange
Circle
met
land
Rotary
Club
was
the
guest
sermon subject, I Am The Bread !
Meetings during the week will
Board of Child Welfare of the City
Of Life."
include the following: Monday, the at their hall Wednesday. Eleven speaker at the regular meeting of of Rockland, Maine, be given at
ladies and two children were pres the Rotary Club of Camden, Tues least ten days’ notice of said
Troop 243 Will meet at 6.30 on Colonist Pioneer Girls at 6.3
hearing by mailing to each of
Monday evening at the vestry; Tuesday, the Golden Hour of ent. Two quilt tops were tacked, day in the Congregational Parish them an attested copy of the with
prayer hour is on Tuesday at 7 Prayer and Praise conducted by also the lo.ver and upper halls House. He was introduced by Ro- in complaint and the order of the
p. m.; adult choir will rehearse at Rev. J. Charles MacDonald at were cleaned. The Circle voted to tarian Alex Hardie. He spoke Court thereon, that they may then
8 p. m. Tuesday; the mimionary 7.30: Wednesday, the Pilgrim Pion sponsor a (ood sale Friday, April briefly on the Bell System's new and there appear and be heard
societies will meet for the annual eer Girls at 3 30. the Explorers at 19. Next meeting will be on May transatlantic telephone cable and thereon.
DOMENIC P CUCCINELLO,
then showed the dramatic and
meeting and election of officers 6.30, the Boys' Stockade at 7. and 8 with a Circle supper.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Nute of thrilling movie. "The Voice Under Recorder of the Rockland Munici
for the coming'year at 7.30 p. m. the choir rehearsal at 7.30; Friday.
pal Court.
Thursday. Mrs. Catherine Mars- the Junior Ambassadors at 3 30 Brockton. Mass., are now living The Sea”. The views on both sides
A true copy of the complaint
of the Atlantic where the cable was and the order of the court there
telllar will be present to install and on Saturday, the Prayer Hour
the officers and will be the speak at 7.30. The High School Recrea- day and Friday the anual meeting connected to the telephone facili on.
Attest:
er of the evening. The local tion Club will meet at the Church of the Conservative Baptist Associ ties in each country were very
World Wide Guild will serve as on Friday evening and will have ation of Maine will be held at the I colorful and the pictures on the
hostesses.

I a progressive supper.

On Thurs- (Calvary Baptist Church in Brewer. I ocean as the cable was laid out

DOMENIC P CUCCINELLO.
Recorder ol the Rockland Munici
pal Court.
41-43
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Broad Cove
THOMASTON
New* and Social Items. Notice! and Advertisements may be sent
or telephoned to

WKS GEORGE NEWBERT HIGH ST

TEL lM-fi

Robert MacFarland. Department be served followed by discussion. .
Sunday School at the Assembly
Historian of the American Legion,
is in Presque Isle to attend Post of God Church Sunday morning at
10 o'clock followed by the service
meetings In the area.
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Smith are of worship at 11, Rev. Robert
occupying the house on High street Dickinson, pastor. Christ Ambas
left vacant by Mr. and Mrs. Ralph sador Young People meet at the
church at 6 o’clock followed by the
Ludwig.
Rev. John A. Morrison was guest evening service at 7. Wednesday
speaker on the radio program, evening service at 7.30 Thursday,
“Thought For the Day”, over sta Woman’s Missionary Council meets
at the church at 7.30.
tion \VRKD Friday morning.
Gordon DeWolfe, Scoutmaster of
Boy Scout Troop 215, and Eagle
Scouts Michael DeWolfe, George
Newbert, Jr. and Kurt Hoffses VINALHAVEN
PATRICIA DUNCAN
were guests Wednesday night of
Correspondent
Friendship Boy Scout Troop 98.
Telephone 172
Demonstrations in Morse Code sig
naling and talks about Boy Scout
Camp Bomazeen in Belgrade were
Mrs. Emily Dyer was hostess to
given.
the “Just Us Girls” Club on Tues
A mammoth
rummage and day evening. Lunch was served.
cooked food sale will be held to The mystery prize was won by
day at Watts Hal! beginning at 9 Timmy Dyer and Tim also assist
a. m. Mrs. Matie Spaulding will ed in the games.
be in charge of rummage and Mrs.
Herbert Patrick was in town on
Ruth Feyler, Mrs. Vivian Connon Thursday and called on relatives.
and Mrs. Vieno Korpinen will have
The Woodcock - Cassie - Coombs
charge of cooked foods. This is Post No. 18 of the American Legion
to benefit the senior class trip.
Auxiliary met on Wednesday eve
The Fireman’s Auxiliary will ning at the Legion Hall. Supper
meet Monday evening at 7.30 at was served at 6 by the commit
the Masonic Temple.
Prepara tee, Mrs. Marguerite Adair, Mrs.
tions will be made to serve a noon ' Leola Smith and Mrs. Patricia
dinner to the Fire Chief’s Asso j Duncan. The unit had as special
ciation on the following day.
guests Mrs. Isabelle Pinkham, deThe anual Girl Scout cookie sale I partment secretary, and Mrs. Rena
will be held all next week.
I Rowe, department president. It
Officers elected in Mrs. Peryl was voted to invite the North
Robinson’s 6th grade Thursday af Haven auxiliary as special guests
ternoon were: President. Wesley next month.
Knight; vice president, David
Mrs. Isabelle Pinkham and Mrs.
Dean; secretary, Patricia Hannon;
Rena Howe were overnight guests
treasurer, Kendall McLain; club
of Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Poole on
reporter, Jane Clark; program
Wednesday, having been in town
committee, Sherwood Reynolds,
to attend the auxiliary meeting on
Sharon Steele, Lynette Strong and
Wednesday evening.
George McLain. Student Council
The Lawat Club met on Thurs
members, Richard Monroe, David
day
at Windswept Cottage with all
Hardy, Tony Sewall, Shannon
members present.
A delicious
Pease and Roger Hammond.
Officers elected for the Sparky dinner of steamed clams and lob
Club of Mrs. Brown’s 4th grade ster stew was served and the sub
Thursday were: President. Conrad ject of gardening was discussed.
There will be a rummage sale
Harding: vice president, Judy
Hahn; secretary, David Mills; sponsored by the Latter Day Saints
treasurer, Sandra Barr; reporter, Church on April 19. Any dona
tions will be graciously‘accepted.
Rosanne Morrison.
A special meeting was held at
Church News
Baptist Church Sunday School at the R.L.D.S. Church on Monday
9.45 Sunday morning followed by evening with Elder Harold Cash as
the worship service at 11 o’clock guest speaker.
The first meeting of the year of
with Rev. John B. S. Fitzpatrick
bringing the message. Anthem by the Vinalhaven Garden Club was
the choir, “For God So Loved the held last Friday at the Union
World.” BTF meets at 6 o’clock Church. The officers for the year
followed by the evening service at 1957-58 are: President, Edith Poole;
7 with Rev. Mr. Fitzpatrick as the vice president. Bertha Slaughter;
speaker.
Monday, Wed-Co Club secretary, Dorothy Headley; trea
meets at the church for a 6.30 sup surer, Gwendolyn Greene; chair
per and meeting. Supper commit man of birds, Addie White; conser
tee, Mr. and Mrs. Donald Chase, vation, Mora Thomas; civic bet
Mr. and Mrs. Wilbert Harper, Mr. terment, Becky White; hospitality.
and Mrs. Russell Sevon. Wednes Edith Grimes; junior nature, Es
day, Mision Circle meets at the ther Dearborn; horticulture, Cora
church at 2 o’clock. Thursday, Miles and Martha Rae; publicity,
programs,
members of the church will meet Frances Parmenter;
with the Federated Church for a Cora Peterson and flower show’,
Lenten Service at the Federated Becky White.
The Mad Jems met with Miss
Church at 7 o’clock.
Federated Church Sunday School Elizabeth Gray on Wednesday eve
Sunday morning at 9.45 with Mrs. ning at Sunny Slope Farm. Lunch
Karl Stetson, superintendent. The was served and a most enjoyable
church service of worship at 11 evening passed.
Howard Larrabee is in town.
o’clock with Rev. John A. Morri
Elder Harold Cash was a guest
son bringing the message. Senior
Youth Fellowship group will at of Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Candage
tend a Youth Rally at Boothbay on Monday night.
Mary Candage arrived home
Harbor with transportation fur
nished from the church leaving at from Rockland on Friday to spent
1.30. Members are to bring their the weekend with her parents, Mr.
lunch. Tuesday, a musical con and Mrs. Ralph Candage.
Mrs. Linnie Smith is visiting in
cert will be held in the evening.
Wednesday, Boy Scout Troop 215 Rockland with her son and daugh
will meet in the vestry. Thursday, ter-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. Maynard
mid-W’eek Lenten service at 7 Smith.

o’clock with members of the Bap
tist Church invited to attend.
Mass will be celebrated at St.
James’ Catholic Church Sunday
morning at 9 o’clock. Stations of
the Cross will be held Friday
night at 8 o’clock.
Holy Communion at St. John’s
Episcopal Church Sunday morning
at 8 o’clock. Family services of
morning prayer at 10 30 with Free
man Garniss, lay reader. Sunday
School omitted. Tuesday evening
at 6.30 a parish Lenten supper wiil

SOCIAL DANCE
Acorn Grange Hall, Cushing
SATURDAY - 8.30 to 12.00

< hnrch News

On Sunday morning there is to
be a great Communion Service
w’ith the church choir and Rev. W.
S. Stackhouse presenting an hour
service of sermon and song. The
entire theme will be “Christ Our
Passover.” This service will close
with the commemoration of the
Lord’s Supper.
The Bible Study Class will meet
at 7.30 and will study Acts XTV
and take for special study “Mis
sions.”

Church Held

Knox
_ _

Donation 50c
6-S-tf

PHONE 409

-DANCE-

» *

SUN - MON - TUES
Sunday
3 to 10.30
Mon-Tues
6.30-8.30

A MAN... A WOMAN... AND A

Admission 50c

24-S-tf

that exposed
a “town's
hidden evil!

Theatre

FRIDAY: I SHOW AT 7.15 P.M.
SATURDAY AT 2.00-6.30-8.30
SUNDAY AT 3.00-7.15 P.M.

JEFF CHANDLER-JEAMNE CRAIN
JACK CARSON • GAIL RUSSELL- EIJUNE STEWART I

June Allyson - Joan < ollinx
Ann Sheridan - Ann Miller

"THE OPPOSITE SEX"

C|Nema2cop£

Harry James Orchestra
Art Mooney Orchestra
Plus Many, Many More
41-42

ENDS
SATURDAY

V

INCREDIBLE SHRINKING MAN"
"THE NIGHT RUNNER"

MISS DORIS HYLER

Correspondent
Telephone CRestwood 4-2421 office
Telephone CRestwood 4-2038 home

Attending the guest officers’
night at Vesper Rebekah Lodge.
Round Pond, Tuesday evening,
were Mrs. Marion Manner, Miss
Doris Hyler, Mrs. Doris Overlook.
Mrs. Athiene Damon. Mr . and
Mrs. Earl Moore, Mrs. Leda Mar
tin and Mrs. Mildred Gammon.
Mrs. Overlook was guest chaplain
and soloist. Miss Hyler was guest
inside guardian and Mis. Manner
took part in the tableau team,
which was from Pine Cone Re
bekah Lodge of Wiscasset. Other
Lodges represented were, Aurora
of Belfast. Puritan of Tenants
Harbor. Goldenrod of Appleton,
Bethel of Union. Dorcas of Water
ville. Miriam of Rockland.
Mrs. Mildred Gammon. Mrs.
Edna Moore and Miss Doris Hyler
attended the supper and meeting
of Lafayette Auxiliary in Rock
land. Wednesday evening. Prepa
rations were made for attending
the Battalion meeting at Augusta,
April 30. with Mrs. Gladys Heald,
Battalion Deputy and Augusta
Auxiliary as hostess.
Dana Thayer, on a short fur
lough from Camp Devens, was
the guest of his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Lamont Thayer for a few
days this week.
Arthur Penney, A/lc. has been
spending a 15 day furlough from
Greenland with his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Arthur Penney.
Mrs. Josephine Moody, chair
man of the Red Cross Drive, re
ports $43.65 from the sale of Finn
ish Coffee Bread at Holden’s Mar
ket. Friday and Saturday. She
wishes to express her thanks both
to the people who furnished, the
people who bought and to Mr. Hoi-;
den.
Dodd Bogart, who is a student
at Wesleyan University. Connecti

cut. and whose home is in New
Mexico, was the weekend guest of
Mr. and Mrs. Willis Moody, Jr.
E. A. Starrett Auxiliary meets
for dinner and a business meeting,
Wednesday, April 10. Plans will
be completed for the special in
spection meeting for Wednesday,
April 17.
P.T.A. will meet at the Grade
School. April 9. The program is
"Spiritual Growth." with Rev.
Curtis C. Busby and Sterling Hel
mer taking part. Hostesses, Mrs.
Margaret Gardner, Mrs. Esther
Durkee, Mrs. Josephine Moody,
Mrs. Wanda Erkkila and Mrs.
Flora Bowman.
The business
meeting will be conducted by the
president. Vernon Jordan, who is
also one of the Reverends, besides
being the Grade School principal.
The day Extension Group will
meet at the Auxiliary Hall, Tues
day. April 9. The subject to be
studied. "Bread Specialties,” with
Mrs. Hazel Hills, leader.
The
dinner committee, Mrs. Martha
Campbell. Mrs. Ruth Wiley and
Mrs. Luella Crockett. Each mem
ber will take part in the bread
making with pizza pies being

made and served for the luncheon.
Mystic Rebekah Lodge meets
for a regular meeting, Monday

evening, June 8.
Mystery Circle will meet Tues
day evening at Mrs. Anna Starrett’s, with Mrs. Bertha Shaw as
sisting hostess. Each one is re
quested to wear an Easter bonnet.
Mrs. Otey Gibson, who has been
spending the winter with her
mother, Mrs. Walter O. Anderson,
in Kansas City, Mo., has returned
to Warren for the summer.

•«

PORT CLYDE
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Hupper
have returned from a trip to Eng
land and France where they visit
ed Mrs. Hupper’s relatives.

Ida Wilson from Husson College
of Bangor is spending a week’s
vacation with her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Allison Wilson.
Lionel Heal. Robert Bcglar and
Richard Duane are home from
the University of Maine on vaca
tion.
Keep your advice to yourself and
people will thank you for it.

land, deceased. Will and Petition
for Probate thereof asking that
said Will may be proved and al
lowed and that Letters Testamen
To all persons interested in
tary issue to Walter P. Conley of
either of the estates hereinafter
Camden, without bond.
named:
MARY K. NORTH late of Rock
At a Probate Court held at Rock’and, in and for the County of land. deceased. Will and Petition
Knox, on the nineteenth day of for Probate thereof asking that
March, in the year of our Lord one said Will may be proved and al
thousand nine hundred and fifty- lowed and that Letters Testamen
seven. and by adjournment from tary issue to Grace R. Glover and
day to day from the nineteenth day Ruth R. Blake of Rockland, they
of said March,
being the Executrices named
The following matters having been therein, without bond.
presented for the action thereupon
EDA M. HOPKINS late of Cam
h-re'nafter indicated it is hereby den, deceased. Will and Petition
ORDERED:
for Probate thereof asking that
That notice thereof be given to said Will may be proved and al
all persons interested, by causing lowed and that Letters Testamen
a copy of this order to be pub- tary issue to Grace L. Hopkins of
'ished three weeks successively in Camden, she being the Executrix
The Courier-Gazette, a newspaper named therein, without bond.
published at Rockland, in said
ESTATE EDWARD K. LEIGH
County, that they may appear at TON late of Rockland, deceased.
a Probate Court to be held at said First and Final Trustee Account,
Rockland on the sixteenth day of for the benefit of Winnifred S.
April, A. D. 1957 at ten o’clock in Leighton, presented for allowance
the forenoon, and be heard there by Boston Safe Deposit and Trust
on if they see cause.
Company, Trustee.
LEGAL NOTICE
GRACE E. CHURCH late of
ESTATE EDWARD K. LEIGH
NOTICES OF APPOINTMENT
Rockport, deceased. Will and Peti TON late of Rockland, deceased.
I.
THOMAS C.
AYLWARD, tion for Probate thereof asking that Second and Final Account present
Register of Probate for the Coun said Will may be proved and al ed for allowance by Boston Safe
ty of Knox in the State of Maine lowed and that Letters Testamen Deposit and Trust Company, Exe
hereby certify that in the follow tary issue to Christine Church of cutor.
ing estates the persons were ap Arlington, Virginia, she being the
ESTATE EDWARD K. LEIGH
pointed administrators, executors Executrix named therein without
TON late of Rockland, deceased.
guardians and conservators and on bond.
First Trustee Account for the
the date hereinafter named.
RIDA R. FULLER late of Rock benefit or Howard A. Dunbar and
E. GEORGE PAYNE late of land. deceased. Will and Petition Bernice G. Dunbar, presented for
Cushing, deceased. March 4. 1957 for Probate thereof asking that allowance by Bo-ton Safe Deposit
Alfred M. Strout of Thomaston said Will may be proved and al and Trust Company. Trustee.
was
appointed
Administrator lowed and that Letters Testamen
ESTATE EDWARD K. LEIGH
d.b. n.c.t. a. and qualified by fil tary issue to Alice M. Stearns of TON late of Rockland, deceased.
ing bond on same date.
Auburn, she being the Executrix First Trustee Account for the
BERTHA E. PAYSON of Cam named therein, without bond.
benefit of Old Ladies’ Home of
den
February 19. 1957. Sterling
HARRY L. RICHARDS late of Rockland, presented for allowance
C. Morris of Warren was appoint Rockland, deceased. Will and Peti by Boston Safe Deposit and
ed Conservator, and qualified by tion for Probate thereof asking Trust Company, Trustee.
filing bond on March 5, 1957.
that said Will may be proved and
ESTATE EDWARD K. LEIGH
MABEL C. BEALE also known allowed and that Letters Testa TON late of Rockland, deceased.
as MABELLE C. BEALE late o mentary issue to Mabelle B. Rich First Trustee Account for the
Friendship, deceased. March 12 ards of Rockland, she being the benefit of Fryeburg Academy pre
1957. William N. Flynt of Melrose Executrix named therein, without sented for allowance by Boston
Massachusetts,
was
appointed bond.
Safe Deposit and Trust Company,
Executor, and qualified by fl iROSALIND S. SAWYER some Trustee.
bond on same date.
Philip E. times known as ROSALIND E.
ESTATE EDWARD K. LEIGH
Lamb of Gardiner, Agent in SAWYER late of Rockland, de TON late of Rockland, deceased.
Maine.
ceased. Will and petition for Pro First Trustee Account for the
GINA B. SWANSON late of bate thereof asking that said Will benefit of Goodwill Home present
Vinalhaven. deceased. March 12. may be proved and allowed and ed for allowance by Boston Safe
1957. Fritz L. Swanson of Vinal that Letters Testamentary issue to Deposit and Trust
Company,
haven was appointed Executor, Eleanor E. Richardson of Rock Trustee.
land, she being the Executrix
without bond.
ESTATE EDWARD K. LEIGH
TON late of Rockland, deceased.
CLIFFORD L. MANK late of named therein, without bond.
LUCY
A.
CLARK
late
of
Thom

First Trustee Account for the
Warren, deceased. March 15, 1955
Harry C. Mank of Warren was aston, deceased. Will and Petition benefit of Knox County General
for
Probate
thereof
asking
that
Hospital presented for allowance
appointed
Administrator.
and
aualified by filing bond March 12, said Will may be proved and al by Boston Safe Deposit and Trust
lowed and that Letters Testamen Company, Trustee.
1957.
tary issue to Helen Clark Potter of
ESTATE EDWARD K. LEIGH
ALICE W. PRIEST late of Rock Needham, Massachusetts, she
land, deceased. March 19. 1957 being the Executrix named there TON late of Rockland, deceased.
First Trustee Account for the
Franklin G. Priest of Rockland in, without bond.
benefit of Harry L. Bickford pre
was appointed Executor, without
ESTATE
JOHN
C.
THOMPSON
sented for allowance by Boston
bond.
late of Camden, deceased. Peti Safe Deposit and Trust Company,
RALPH T. GILLIS late of North tion for Administration asking that
Haven, deceased. March 19. 1957. Eugene Y. Thompson of Camden Trustee.
ESTATE EDWARD K. LEIGH- ,
Neil Burgess of North Haven was or some other suitable person be
appointed Executor, without bond appointed administrator, without TON late of Rockland, deceased.
First Trustee Account for the
ARTHUR A. PHILBROOK late bond.
benefit of Mabel J. Ladd pre
of Matinicus, deceased. March 19
ESTATE LESLIE S. COPE sented for allowance by Boston
1957, Statira Philbrook of Matini LAND late of Warren, deceased.
cus was appointed Executrix, Petition for Administration asking Safe Deposit and Trust Company,
Trustee.
without bond.
that Rodney E. Jordan of Thomas
ESTATE EDWARD K. LEIGH
JOHN W. O'JALA late of Rock ton or some other suitable person
port. deceased. February 19. 1957 be appointed administrator, with TON late of Rockland, deceased.
First Trustee Account for the
Martha A. O’Jala of Rockport was out bond.
ESTATE EUGENE WARREN benefit of Thayer Hospital Asso
appointed
Administratrix
and
ciates presented for allowance by
qualified by filing bond on March late of Appleton, deceased. Peti
tion for Administration asking that Boston Safe Deposit and Trust
19, 1957.
Company, Trustee.
MARY L. HENRY late of Thom Bessie White of Liberty or some
ESTATE EDWARD K. LEIGH
aston. deceased. March 19. 1957 other suitable person be appointed
TON late of Rockland, deceased.
Blanche I. Henry of Thomaston Administratrix, without bond.
ESTATE JAMES BIRNEY late First and Final Trustee Account
was
appointed
Administratrix,
for the benefit of Winifred S.
and qualified by filing bond on of Washington, deceased. Petition Leighton, Goodwill Home Asso.,
for Administration asking that Ed
same date.
ward J. Dailey of Hartford, Ver | Pres, and Trustees of Bowdoin
CHARLES O. COLIJNS late of
mont. or some other suitable per College, Howard A. Dunbar. Ber
Appleton, deceased. March 19. son be appointed administrator, nice G. Dunbar, TTiayer Hospital
1957, Avis G. Collins of Appleton
i Associates. Mabel J. Ladd, Old
with bond.
was
appointed
Administratrix,
ESTATE RUTH M BEVERAGE Ladies’ Home of Rockland. Me.,
•without bond.
late of North Haven, deceased. Harry L. Bickford, Knox C'unty
NELLIE MAY THAYER late of' Petition for Appointment of General Hospital and Fryebura
Vinalhaven, deceased. March 19. Trustee, asking that Hiram S. Academy, presented tor allow
1957, Joseph F. Headley of Vinal Beverage of North Haven be ap ance by Boston Safe Deposit and
haven was appointed Administra pointed Trustee of the Estate given Trust Company, Trustee.
tor and qualified by filing bond on in trust for the use’ and benefit of
ESTATE JOSEPH A. TUFTS
same date.
Chester J. Beverage and Wilson F. J late of Dedham, Massachusetts,
THOMAS T. McKINNEY late of Beverage of North Haven.
deceased. First and Final Account
Rockland, deceased. March 19.
ESTATE CHARLES A. HAR presented for allowance by Grace
1S57, Frank E. McKinney of Rock MON late of Camden, deceased. T. Faunce. Executrix.
land was appointed Administrator Eighth Trustee Account presented
ESTATE ALLAN J. MURRAY
without bond.
for allowance by Helen R. Harmon late of Rockland, deceased. First
Enwi.? E. KEIZER late of and Alan L. Bird, Trustees.
and Final Account presented for
Thomaston, deceased. March 19. > ESTATE PERL SUKEFORTH allowance by Stanley Murray, Ad1957. Kenneth D. Feyler of Thom late of Washington, deceased. i ministrator c. t. a.
aston was appointed Administra First and Final Account presented
ESTATE DOROTHY
STONE
for allowance by Clyde Sukeforth, LAITE late of Camden, deceased.
tor. without bond.
Administrator.
STEPHEN A
SIDELING ER
: First and Final Account presented
late of Melrose. Massachusetts. ; ESTATE JOHN HENDRICKSON j for allowance by Robert E. Laite,
late
of
South
Thomaston,
deceased.
Executor.
deceased. March 19. 1957. Miriam
S. Lewis of said Melrose was ap First and Final Account presented
I
ESTATE NELLIE M. LITTLE
pointed Executrix, without bond. for allowance by John Oliver 1 late of Vinalhaven. deceased.
Atherton
Fuller
of Ellsworth, Niemi. Executor.
Petition for Administration asking
hgent in Maine.
ESTATE RUTH M. BEVERAGE that Joseph F. Headley of Vinal
late
of
North
Haven,
deceased.
EVERETT I,. SPEAR late of
haven of some other suitable per
COLOR by
Rockland, deceased.
March 19. First and Final Account presented son be appointed Administrator,
DC LU XI
for
allowance
by
Hiram
S.
Bever

1957. Zoa J. Spear of Rockland
I with bond.
Starring
was appointed Executrix, and age. Executor?
WITNESS. Charles F. Dwinal.
ESTATE MALCOLM MORIAR Esquire, Judge of Probate for
qualified by filing bond on same
:
M
M Will
TY
late
of
Cushing,
deceased.
First
date.
Knox County. Rockland, Maine.
and Final Account presented for
Attest:
ioShson
Attest:
allowance
by
Annie
M.
Davis,
Exe

THOMAS C AYLWARD.
THOMAS C. AYLWARD.
cutrix.
Register.
Register.
tsSS3S3OSS3S3SSS3SJOSSS3OS3O0S3aaS3O0SSaaS36SS3atSOS3t3t3S3S3tS53S3O0SSOaod
39-Sat-45
ANNIE B SMITH late of Rock
3^8*tr4C
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Spruce Head Community Hall

Camden

Applications Being WARREN

I fast back into the dock and to
1 watch our deckhands lower the Taken By MESC
The Fourth Quarterly Conference big timbers which kept her guard
With the approach of the tourist
of the Broad Cove Methodiet from crushing our paddle box. as season. Maine is anticipating an
Church was held in the church she often drifted against the May influx of summer visitors which
Friday afternoon. March 29. with flower. I recall also her master may reach record proportions. De
Rev A. G. Hempstead of Augusta at the stern telegraph as these mands for summer help of all
presiding. Officers and commit sleek flyers came into the dock.
kinds have been extremely heavy
In the wintertime on an occa
tees elected for the ensuing year
in recent seasons and the Maine
were: Trustees: one year, Clar sional Saturday afternoon I used Employment Security Commis
ence Wales; two years. Arthur to hike around various parts of sion. in an endeavor to aid these
Woodbury; three years. Irving Boston Harbor where the Eastern seasonal employers, is carrying
Fales; recording steward. Louis Steamship vessels might be laid on a registration program where
A. Benson; church school superin up for the winter, or to see the by college students and senior
tendent and lay leader, Walter Cornish loading for Penobscoi high school students may register
Chapman; church treasurer, Lana landings.
now for these summer jobs.
I recall the steamer Mooshead
Killeran; benevolence treasurer,
These jobs will be in summer
Gladys Davis; financial secretary, spent a winter at Foster’s Wharf, hotels, camps, summer eating
Earl Whitney; communion stew no doubt having interior repairs, places, motels and lakeside, sea
ards. Mildred Marshall and Pa and another winter the steamer J. shore and mountain resorts of all
T. Morse lay in the dock at kinds. It offers an opportunity to
tricia Whitney.
Stewards. Elizabeth Duchette, Rowe's Wharf undoubtedly being earn good vacation money while
Elaine Fales, Florence Geyer, Will repaired. I paid particular at being able, also, to enjoy a great
Maloney, Flora Maloney, Kath- tention to her for she seemed to many recreational privileges. The
eryn Maloney, Alfred Orne. Flor me so much like our own Nantas- busy season, in most instances, ex
ence Orne. Mollie Robbins. Estelle ket steamer Mary Chilton, the tends from the end of June
Saastamoinen, Rose Wales. Lizzie last vessel built expressly for that through Labor Day and. more and
Young;
commissions, member company.
After the Nantasket more, resorts—particularly lake
ship and evangelism, chairman, Company's loss of five of their side—are now operating through
Estelle
Saastamoinen.
Arthur- six boats by fire on Thanksgiving. out the month of September.
Woodbury. Laurel Stone and Ver- 1929. I suggested that maybe the
Applications for such jobs may
lcigh Miller; ex-officio members, J. T. Morse would be a good re be made at the Rockland office of
pastor, chairman of committee on placement to buy, but was told the Commission which is at 437
missions and church school super that the company had considered I Main street.
intendent.
her and passed it up for theirs wa s ,
Education: Chairman, Walter a summer service and the J. T. MONHEGAN
Chapman. Jeannette Chapman, Morse had so long carried many I William Hekking spent a few
Earle Whitney, Edith Sallinen, horses on the Bar Harbor Line days in Rockland this week.
Mollie Robins, Ruth Aiken. Carl that it was inconceivable to em
Mr. and Mrs. Dwight Stanley are
Young. Agnes Young ex-officio ploy her as a summertime ex visiting friends and relatives in
members, pastor, church school cursion boat; however, I didn’t' Friendship for a few days.
secretary and one representative feel that that was a valid reason, I Richard and Ruth Numan and
from M.Y.F. Missions: chairman. or that new deck planks would children Robert and Elizabeth
Rose Wales. Arthur Woodbury, cost too much.
were Thomaston and Rockland
Patricia Whitney, Barbara Crutc;
Many of the Nantasket Line's visitors this week.
ex-officio member the pastor; fin officers were State of Mainers.
Barbara Stanley entertained the
ance, chairman, Clarence Wales,
There was Roy Grindell of Sedge- Women’s Club this week at her
Rose Wales, Irving Fales, Elaine wick, for a long first mate of the home. The next meeting will be
Fales; ex-officio members, pas
Rose Standish, queen of all ves held with Rev. Gertrude Anderson
tor. lay leader, financial secretary,
sels which ever went to Nantas at the parsonage.
chairman on missions and church
Ade Mersfeider returned Tuesday
ket. There was Bill Symonds of
treasurer; auditors, Arthur Wood
to
Thomaston after several days
Blue Hill, engineer of the Mary
bury, Jeannette Orff; records,
Chilton, fastest of all the boats, spent at his home here.
Jeannette Chapman, Rose Wales.
Johnnie Arsenault has returned
and Mr. Dickerson who came after
Pastoral
Relations:
Walter
the fire to be chief of the Tc«.vn I to the Island to take care of the
Chapman, Clarence Wales, Es
Of Hull and who furnished you water service and everyone is
telle Saastamoinen: nominations,
with the fine photo of the Sieur looking forward to an early turn
Gladys Davis. Arthur Woodbury,
Des Monts. Incidentally the man ing on of the water.
Estelle Saastamoinen; resident
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Stanley are
ager of the Nantasket Line ar
laj- member of annual conference,
rived at Norfolk, Va., in the in New Brunswick visiting rela
Estelle Saastamoinen.
spring of 1930 to consider buying tives. Sympothy is expressed to
Dot in the loss of her father, who
this boat, then called General Mat
died suddenly after their arrival
thews, only to learn that she hart
home.
burned the night before.
This
WALDOBORO
brings to mind the lovely little
MRS. RENA CROWELL
Norumbega with her two tiny en DUTCH NECK
Correspondent
Mr. and Mrs. Merton Benner
Telephone TEmple 2-8281
gines almost like the works of a
watch. She worked on the Nan were Sunday guests at the home
tasket Line for several summers of Edward Trouant at Damari
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Orr are
during the early 1930's hut was scotta.
on a trip to Limestone.
Mr. and Mrs. Reginald Stahl of
Mrs. Edna Achorn is visiting chartered to the company by her Damariscotta Mills were Sunday
owner.
Captain
George
Ellis,
who
her son Everett in Massachusetts.
then served as master of one of guests of his iparents, Mr. and
Mrs. Faye Schwartz and daugh
the
larger steamers and owned Mrs. Herbert Stahl.
ter, Sally Nichols, and Miss Donna
Bedfleld Miller of Lawny was a
also the little May Archer.
Simmons were in Portland recent
Sunday
guest of his brother and
One more splendid steamer to
lyfamily, Mr. and Mrs. Claude
mention,
Chauncey
M.
Depew,
for

Mrs. Madeline Hilton is a guest
Miller.
of her sister, Mrs. Howard Matt merly your lovely Rangley, often
J. W. Vanderpool of Lewiston
seen
and
sailed
on
in
the
New
son in Stoneham, Mass.
was a business visitor at his
York
and
Boston
areas.
I've
just
Mrs. Waldron Osier has re
been given a color slide of her at home here on Monday last.
turned from Waltham. Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Genthner
Bermuda
and she appears much
Mr. and Mrs. George LaRue and
and Mrs. Hamlin Scofield of South
family of Belfast have been visit as in those Happier Days. Bui
how much better were it possible Waldoboro and Reginald Monahan
ing relatives in town.
of the village were Sunday guests
The Waldoboro Athletic Asso for her to work again in the cool
of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Chute and
waters
of
beautiful
Penobscot
and
ciation will hohl its annual meet
Mrs. Addie Wotton.
Mount Desert.
ing and election of officers at
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Chute and
R.
Loren
Graham.
Waldoboro High School at 8 p. m.
Mrs. Addie Wotton attended the
Monday. The meeting was called
church service at the Trask
by former president Russell Hi'
Meeting House at South Jefferson
ton. who is acting for the presi
on Sunday afternoon. Rev. Roval
dent, Victor Burnheimer. Sr., who
Brc*.vn of Gardiner, a former pas
is ill.
tor here, was the speaker and
conducted the service.
CUSHING
Mr. and Mrs. S. Austin Wallace
BOCIAI ITI- MS
were business visitors in Rockland
Frederick Hynd, Red Cross fund
APPRECIATED
one day recently.
drive chairman reports a total of
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Stahl
Write or
$148.75 collected by the following
have returned to their home after
solicitors; Mrs. Earl Whitney, Mrs.
Telephone 770
Roland Stimpson, Mrs. Carl Young,
spending a month visiting rela
THE COURIER-GAZETTE
Mrs. Ruth J. Aiken, Miss Mildred
tives in Massachusetts and in
66-aw
Marshall, Mrs. Reino Saasta
Portland.
moinen, Mrs. Hibbard Young, Mrs.
• W. B. Hall and Mrs. Leslie Seavey.
Miss Lurec Wotton, R.N., who
ENDS SATURDAY
has been in Kentucky for six
WCKIAHB* Matinee 1.30 - Evening 6.30-8.00
months arrived home Saturday to
fllLW)
"MAN IN THE VAULT"
spend two weeks’ vacation with
and "THE BLACK WHIR"
her parents. Mr. and Mrs. Chester
Wotton.
SUNDAY - MONDAY TUESDAY - WEDNESDAY
Svante La aka is planning a visit
Sunday continuous from 3 — Week Days - Mat. 2 - Eve 6.30-8.30
I to Finland in the near future.
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Davis of
Pleasant Point spent Saturday
evening with Mr. and Mrs. Jame3

EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT
8.30 - 12.00

(Continued from Page Three)

Summer Job

Conference

Most people find it much easier
to agree with others than it is to
convince them.
' Davis.

Music by flamtiianaires

Steamboat Yarns

Tueiday-Thurtday-Saturdoy

,

OHM

what a time
'• you’ll have!

:

SIN6ER

TON)

DAliEY-ROGERS-HWEN • RUSH - RAHOAIL-

LEGAL NOTICE
PROBATE NOTICES
STATE OF MAINE

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, April 6, 1957
and her assistants. Jetson F.
Dyer gave a most interesting talk
on his recent nine weeks' trip to

weeks.

Other guests

are

Mrs.

Maud Brown and Arthur Twombly Doings At
Friendship
USE OUR CLASSIFIED ADS
NORTH HAVEN
ROCKPORT
of Springfield, Mass.
Congl
Church
HELEN FALRU
ETTA F. BEVERAGE
Mexico, which was his 11th visit
MRS. HERBERT CROCKETT
INEXPENSIVE - EFFECTIVE
Harbor Light Chapter O.E.S.
Correspond eat
Correspondent
Correspondent
there.
The monthly session of the ConTel. Temple
met at the Masonic Hall Tuesday
Telephone 16-4
FOR SELLING, BUYING, RENTING SERVICES
Telephone CEdar 6-3592
Frank W. Waterman returned
evening. They were invited by gregational Men’s Association will
HERE'S HOW UTTLE IT COSTS
Tuesday from Lynn, Mass., where
Mr. and Mrs. Vernard Gould
Sea Side Chapter of Camden to at- convene on next Thursday evenAdvertisements in this rolamn not to exreed three lines Inserted
Mrs. Rose Dyer returned on he visited his daughter and famonre tor 50 rents, three times, one dollar. Additional lines 10 rents
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Norbeck ten(j the Baptist Church next Sun- ing at 6.30. Herbert Anderson will were in Jonesport on Wednesday.
for earh Une. half price each additional time used. Five small
Monday. April 1. from California
Mr. and Mrs. C. Leighton and son Douglas and Mrs. Marga- day evening at 7 o'clock to see the serve a "poverty supper", a hearty
Rev. and Mrs. Everett E. Pcnwords io a line.
i where she spent some time with Gowen.
ret Dean attended the Rusty and film on the Holy Land. The next meal with plenty of food—wdth thedel were in Augusta on WednesSpecial Notice! All “blind ads” so called, 1. e., advertisements
whirh require the answers to be sent to The Courier-Gazette office ; her son, Paul Durant, and her
Miss Janet Lermond, a student R in-Tin-Tin Show in Bangor Sun- meeting will be April 16 with a proceeds to go to the Camp Sehol- day.
daughters. Mr. and Mrs. Joseph at Kent’s Hill, is at the home of day.
for handling, cost 25 cents additional.
picnic supper at 6.30. After the arshlp Fund for Boy Scout Troop
Mrs. Ruth L. Simmons is a surA name should appear on aU classified ads to secure best results.
Boyd and family, and Mr. and her parents. Mr. and Mrs. John
Mrs. Evelyn Dean was guest meeting a surprise party was 206. Reservations should be made gical patient at Knox Hospital.
Those with phone or street numbers only are not advised.
Mrs. Mrs. Thomas O'Halloran and Lermond.
Mrs. with President Harold VV. Look.
Monday of Mrs. Elsie Young. given for Melville Welt.
Nurse Addresses Church Group
ALL CLASSIFIEDS—CASH
family in Philadelphia. Pa.
Alice
Simonton
and
Mrs.
Lillian
Jr.. Secretary Paul Huber. Herbert
Beech
street.
No classified -ds wiU be accepted without the cash and no book
The Truth Seekers and the Pen
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Clapper
keeping will be maintained for these ads.
Charles Beveridge of Putney. < Leona Stone) and four children
Mrs. Martha Leach’s name was Simonton had charge of the re- Anderson, or the Pastor. Business der Bible Class of the Advent
ALL MCST BE PAH) FOR
N. H.. was a recent guest of his left Monday for their home in New’ called on the G A R. quilt at the freshments.
' will be presided over by President Christian Sunday School were en
ns received except from firms or individuals maintaining regular
parents Mr. and Mrs. Eliot P York, after spending a week with Rockport Carnival.
The Try-To-Help Club met Mon- Look- and Donald L**ach; Program tertained at the home of Allie
arrounts with The Courier-Gazette. Count the Words—Five to a
Beveridge at their North East
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Fisher and day evening for a covered dish Chairman for April, will present Cushman.
Line.
Wednesday
evening
her parents. Mr. and Mrs. Clar
home "Lost Acres."
family have returned to Boston supper at 6 o’clock at the home of ^red E. Harden, Jr., who will give with Edith Havener and Phyllis
ence J. Stone.
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd F. Crockett
Mrs. Carrie Fifield is at the after spending a few’ days in town. Mrs. Viola Spear. Pascal avenue. an illustrated lecture on Washing Conary serving on the refresh
with pictures of the re ment
Mr. and Mrs. James Miller re Mrs. Abbie Sylvester called the l°n’ Pof Nebo Lodge passed the week home of her daughter and husband
FOR SALE
committee.
The guest
FOR SALE
end in Perry, at the home of her Dr. and Mrs. Victor Shields, after cently visited Mr. and Mrs. Harold meeting to order. A thank you cea* inaugural, and also others speaker was Miss Luree Wotton.
EXTRA Nice Baled Hay for
GIRL'S 24" Bicycle for sale. mother, Mrs. Frank Washburn.
note was read from Mrs. Lina taken lasl June when the ctiy was R.N.. formerly of Cushing, but
spending several weeks on the Graffam and family in Bath.
sale, price 59c per bale. NELSON $15. 196 NORTH MAIN STREET.
Mis. Carl Small and Mrs. Alice Joyce and Mrs. Elsie Young. Prettier from a camera fan's point who n{Jw
working at her profeg.
mainland.
The
last
scallops
of
the
season
CALDERWOOD. Union.
41-43 Tel. 1266.
42*44
Straub attended the Hooked Rug Those present were Miss Edith °t view.
sion in the Kentucky mountains.
,
, .came in early Monday, caught
NEW 32 Ft. Lobster Boat for
Bridal Shower
STROLLER for sale; also, high
*
, .
Bo>' Scoul Troop 206 is working Her discussion on the country, the
Club Thursday at the home of Wall. Mrs Edith Overlock. Mrs.
sale. Priced right for quick sale. chair, steam iron, boy's sport j March 31 '‘Good as Sold, nine
A surprise bridal shower was Mi s. Bessie Haraden of Rockland. Maud Whitney. Mrs. Cora Welch, on the ' Conservation theme this
people, and medical needs provid
DJC, 488 Main Street. Rockland coats, sizes 14 and 18. GAMAGE. scallops 85c.
given Miss Jeanette Hopkins Tues
Mr. and Mrs. Stuart Farnham Mrs. Blanche Carver. Mrs. Ellen month, and will present its mem- ed an enlightening and interesting
Maine.
41-43 Tel. 565-M.
42*44
On Monday evening the Comday evening by Mrs. William R. and sons Stuart. Jr. and Clement Bohndell, Mrs. Abbie Sylvester, bers with a full color sound movie
evening.
MEAT Display Case for sale, 8
Fl .EC Stove for sale, in ex- ] munity Men’s Club met at Nebo
Mrs. Mildred Rhodes. Mrs. Ethel on the subject next Monday night
ft. with compressor. New cond. cellent cond. FRED FERNALD. ; Lodge. A delicious roast beef din- Hopkins at her home, assisted by spent Wednesday in Boston.
Those present beside Allie Cush
Mrs. Eliot P. Beveridge.
TEL. 165.
41-tf Tel. 986-W.
Fred Miller and Joe Ware are Spear Mrs. Dorothy Upham. Mrs. during its meeting which begins at; man were Mr. and Mrs. Stillman
42 43 : ner was served by Mrs. Crockett
Invited guests were Mrs. Elmer spending a few days in Canada.
Dorothy Mills. Mrs. Evelyn Crock- 1. At 8.45 there will be a planning Havener Mr. and Mrs. Douglas
GAS Chamber Special. Why
BABY Carriage for sale.
43 j
J. Hopkins. Mrs. Emery Hopkins.
Mr
flirt with death? Be safe. Hav, JAMES STREET.
John T. Johnson of Vinalhaven ett. Mrs. Elizabeth Lowell, Mrs. session for the Explorer Crew of Lagh
42'lt
and Mrs. Kenneth
EGGS
&
CHICKS
Mis. Elmer Carver. Mrs. Grover spent a few days at the home of Lillian Clough, Mrs. Viola Spear,
your exhaust system checked now.
Troop.
Thompson,
Mr. and Mrs. Mvron
OVAL and Square Shadow Box
Mufflers installed $8.88, others
Babbidge.
Mrs.
Milton
Ames.
Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. William Whitney.
and one guest. Miss Martha
STARTED PULLETS: Golden
Simmons, Mr. and Mrs. Everett
i
$9.88 and $10.99.
SEARS. ROE Frames for sale, $1 up; also, cane Sexlinks and Black Sexlinks. aged Lewis Burgess. Mrs. James OldThe Band Parents Club met Haynes. The club will meet next cent callers on Mr. and Mrs. Ar Pender. Mr. and Mrs. Frank Con
BUCK & CO.
41-49 seat chairs, $3; drop leaf tables, 11 weeks to 17 weeks on April 2. | royd. Mrs. Harvey Calderwood,
thur Stevens and family of Bath. ary Alfretta and Wayne Havener,
$12; numerous other articles.
Tuesday evening at the new Ele- week with Mrs. Ethel Spear,
Open daily until 5 p. m. QUARRY Price range from $1.45 to $2.20 Mrs. Curtis Dickey, Mrs. Alton S. mentary School. The election of
The Brownies met Tuesday after Isabelle Thibodeau and Chester
The Thimble Club met Tuesday
Free delivery on lots cf I Calderwood. Mrs. George* BeverVIEW TRADING PO-.T, 36 Old each.
officers was held.
President at the home of Mrs. Blanche school with three leaders and Wotton.
100
or
more.
1200
birds
to
choose
County Road, Tel. 1975.
42-47
Mrs. Lillian Simonton; vice presi- Carver. West street. Dinner was there were 27 Brownies present.
from.
Bronchitis and Newcastle I age.
Chur<8 Notice#
TV Sets for sale. 21". 17” and vaccinated
Mrs. Douglas Stone, Mrs. John dent. Mrs. Thalice Goodridge; sec- served at noon. Favors of deco- Part of the Brownie Story was
BRODAC’RE POUL
Calvary's second miracle, "The
14”; also, sewing machine, space TRY FARM INC.. North E.’g ' Waterman. Mrs. Hope Crockett.
read,
and
games
were
played.
The
retary. Mrs. Ann Young; treasur- rated Bessey’s cups were used. A
heater, amateur transmitter and comb Maine. Tel. TUxedo 2-7421.
Rent Veil” will be the subject of
Mrs. Victor Shields. Mrs. Elsie er, Mrs. Ruth Erickson. It was thank you note was received from new Brownies wrote out permis
receiver, 144 ft. maple flooring.
the sermon next Sunday morning
42-1! I Brown. Mrs. Franfc Sampson,
300 sq. ft. masonite, radiator.
voted to have a banquet for the Fred Maker. The club will meet sion slips for hiking. “Wall Pa at the Advent Christian Church.
('HICKS A\ All.ABLE
; Mis. Rose Dyer. Mrs. Donald band members and their parents. ‘ next week with Mrs. Ella Russell, per’’ was chosen for their future
39-S-42 kitchen cabinet, 30 gal. copper
1400 Sex Linked Pu’let Chicks
New equipment has been added
tank, book case, end table, library
Witherspoon. Mrs. Owen Grant, May 10 at the new gymnasium.
ALUMINUM COMBINATION
Lake avenue, Rockland. After the subject. The next meeting will for Sunday School work to take
April 9; 1500, April 16: also 6C0
Mrs.
Lucy
Morrison.
Mrs.
Richard
WINDOWS & DOORS FOR SALE book case, buffet and chairs hatched March 5.
be
held
April
9.
Priced right
Granville Ames, who is sta meeting cookies and tea were
care of the increased attendance
Top quality (NEWCO Mark V) (oak), twin beds, crib, highchair, C 11 WHITES POULTRY FARM Shields and Mrs. Freeman Rob tion'd at the Navy Base in Boston served by the hostess.
Mrs. Louise Holbreek left Sun
that is expected at the 12 m. ses
triple track. The window with a stuffed chair, chaise lounge, auto AND HATCHERY. Skowhegan 7 inson of Vinalhaven, Mrs. William
The Methodist Church Choir day for a few weeks’ visit with sion. Pastor Pender will use for
All
spent the weekend With his par
reputation. sold and installed, washer and dryer, freezer.
2122
H 13 Cooper. Mrs. Clarence Waterman.
reasonable.
CALL
CEdar
6-20
0.
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Leonard met Tuesday evening at the home ber daughter and family, Mr. and his topic at the 7 o'clock service
factory to you by Kenniston Bros.
.HMUNTS RED i OCR BLACK Mrs. Mellie Gillis. Mrs. William Ames.
42’lt
of Mrs. Amy Miller.
' Mrs. Gordon Best in Arington. VaExclusive Knox Countv Distribu
"The Concern of the Angels."
PULLETS
—
Rugged
health,
lowtors. HOWARD M. KENNISTON,
1953 PLYMOUTH Motor com mortality and high flock average Hurd. Mrs. Jack Brown, Mrs. Her
Miss Lozina Lindsey, a nurse at '
Mrs. Elvira Prlggemeier is visiMonday evening
Mrs. Orra
Tuesday prayer and tsstiraony
23 Gay Street, Rockland Tel. plete with trans, for sale; also. 5
bert
Parsons.
Mrs.
Lucy
Hopkins,
Burns. Mrs. Cora Upham, Miss XLaine General Hospital was guest i ting in Philadelphia. On her re- meeting at 7 p. m. Thursday eve1430-W. Warren CRestwood 4-2686. 600-16 tires and tubes on wheels, make them favorites for commer
Marion Upham and Mrs. Margaret for a few days with Mr. and Mrs. turn she will be accompanied by j n'-gi at 7 Loyal Workers Bible
Camden CEdar 6-30C6
129-tf car radio, heater, sun visor, plus cial egg production. Maine-U. S.
Approved Pullorum Clean. Also
her daughter.
GIRL'S 26" Columbia Bike in other Plymouth parts. Also. 6’x8' Leghorn Pullet Chicles. Reds, and tOST AND FOUND Wood attended the installation of Leonard Ames. Sea street.
study.
Friday night, Woman's
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Daucett
Lowell Jones was home for the
Grace Chapter. OES. in Thomas
excellent condition for sale. Price utility trailer, like new. Call 1728- Golden Crosses for eggs — White
Home
and
Foreign Mission Society
BENRUS Wrist Watch without ton.
$25. May be seen at 88 SUMMER M. 17 LAWRENCE STREET.
weekend with his mother, Mrs. are visiting their daughters. Mrs. | will meet at the parsonage.
'
Rocks for meat and hatching eggs
42 44 Write CLEMENT CHICKS. INC. strap, in brown envelope, lest in
STREET. Phone 1287-K.
4042
Arlene
Pease
in
Massachusetts.
|
Guests of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Marion Jones. Beech street.
Roekland. Reward. GLORIA
Stork Shower Held
TWO 890-15 6 ply tires with new’
GIRL'S White Topper for sale, Route 33. Winterport Maine (B> HEATH. Tel. Warren CRestwood Stone. Spruce street, are Mrs.
A surprise birthday party was and Mrs. Chesley Emery in Provi
A stork shower honoring Mrs.
tubes for sale; also, small pot $4; also, grey suit and navy suit.
3-3323.
40 42 Vernard Wadsworth and daughter given for Granville Ames by his dence. R. I.
burner with constant level, wo $3 each, several other articles.
Mrs. Hazel Cain spent Tues Elizabeth Debus was held recent
REAL ESTATE
Shirlene who are visiting for two family at the home of his parents,
man’s white roller skates, size 7. All size 14. All in very good cond.
day
as guest of Miss Etta Cain. ly at the home of Marguerite SylMr.
and
Mrs.
Leonard
Ames.
Re

WANTED
ROBERT DAVIS, Port Clyde.
200 MALY STREET, City, Tel. 523.
FOR
SALE
Mrs.
Nellie Lawton returned bester. A doll carriage decorated
41 It
40‘42
Mrs.
Preston
Lincoln,
Mrs. freshments were served, which in
Thomaston:
EXPERIENCED Mechanic
home
Monday
after visiting at with pink and green held the
HAZELTON Grand Piano '-r
ALLSTATE Rebuilt Engines for
cluded
two
birthday
cakes
made
George
R.
Merriam.
Mrs.
Lloyd
F.
Six room house. Chicken house. wanted.
dainty gifts.
Write P. O BOX 387.
sale, in very good cond.
$150. sale. Get now power pe fo - ’ e 300 capacity.
Daytona
Beach.
Fla. On her trip
by
his
mother
and
sister.
Mildred.
One and one-half Rockport,
stating
experience Crockett. Mrs. Maud Simpson
Refreshments of sandwiches, po
ROGER
PIERCE.
Lincoln me and economy with a guaranteed acres. Asking $2,400.
R ferences.
42-47 Miss Jennie Beverage and Miss Those present were Miss Lozina home she visited with her sister tato chips pickles, cup cakes,
Beach.
40*42 rebuilt engine. All makes avail Owls Head:
and
family.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Walter
Lindsey
of
Portland.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Etta
Beverage.
HOUSEKEEPER COOK wa ted
able.
Before you decide see
cookies, brownies and peanut but
Five room cottage. Well. Elec
Mrs. Lucy Morrison and Miss Lamont Roberts, children Sharon Rees Edgewood. R. I., and her
SEARS. ROEBUCK & CO.
41-49 tricity. Gas range. Elec, refrig for three adults. Sleep in or by
th' day. See MISS POWELL Rosanne Burgess were awarded Gary and Warren. Mr. and Mrs. daughter and son-in-law, Mr. and ter squares, tea and coffee were
See The John Deen
CHINCHILLAS FOR SALE
erator. Other furniture. Asking
served
Mrs. Debus received
Maine
’s
Massachusetts
Hou^e, prizes on a “Bridal Quiz.’’
LeRoy Gardner and children Na Mis Robert Bartlett ot Brookline.
We have a few’ of these* rare $1,700.
TRACTORS
many lovely gifts.
Route
1.
Lincolnville.
Telephone
Mass.
pedigreed South American fur Harren:
A daintily decorated watering than. and Jacquelyn. Miss Linda
h
R <;-r 3-1772.
42-43
Invited guests were Margaret
The Newest 1957 Models
bearing animals for sale. Clean,
Cape Cod, seven rooms, nin
Church New*
pot hung over the gift table, while Ames.
Simmons. Pearl Pender, Sylvia
acres
cleared
field.
Corner
Route
'
DRESSMAKING
and
Alteragentle, easy to raise. Small in
W. S. Pillsbury & Son
Mr. and Mrs. Orris Burns and
Miss Minnie Kent of the China Neal. Verena Simmons. Madelyn
; Don® d°ne at
Union Street a decorated miniature wheel-bar
vestment needed.
For informa 131 and 90. Asking $6,000.
WATERVILLE
■ G*'ove Street entrance. Tel. 1680. row held the shower gifts. Jean Alice and Jay Barrows were re- Inland Mission will be the guest Thompson. Edith Havener. Lucille
tion TEL. 1535 W.
41 L Bungalow:.
39-S-42
Four rooms, tile bath, two bed i EVA AMES.____________ 42*47 ette received many beautiful and
speaker at the West Rockport and Lash Arlene Neal, Marlene StenSEVEN Pe. Maple Dini.'u Bet
FLORENCE End Heater for for sale, also, elec, stove. Both in rooms, double lot, nicely located |
HOUSEKEEPER wanted, full useful gifts. Refreshments were
Rockport Baptist Churches. Sun ger, Beulah Davis, Agnes Burns,
TO LET
sale, like new. $75. Call TENANTS excellent cond.
j time, to live in or out.
Write served by the hostess. Miss Hop
FRED
FER Pen Bay:
day
morning. April 7. Miss Kent Myra
Maxey,
Kay
Havener,
HARBOR 104-2.
40*42 NALD, Tel. 986-W.
See us about these fine building R D c/o THE COURIER- GA
FIVE Room Unfurn. Apt. with
41’43
I lots.
ZETTE.
42-44 kins is soon to many Frank Bev bath to let. Central heat. TEL. went to China as a missionary Phyllis Conary and Thelma Bram
SAWED Slab Wood for sale,
CUT your car and boat ex
eridge, only son of Mr. and Mrs 798.
AUSTIN D NELSON A CO.
dry or green. By the cord or foot penses at SEARS.
/
42-tf over 20 years ago after her gradu hall.
WAITRESSES
w anted
at
Heavy duty
63 Park Street
delivered.
TEL. 391-R.
41*43 45c qt. motor oil now $39.88 for 55
Moody’s Diner. Waldoboro.
One Arnold P. Beveridge of Sharon.
THREE Rm. Furn. Apartment ation from Gordon College. She
<
Lurch
Notice
Telephone 928
for 6 a. m. to 2.30 p. m.; one for Mass.
POUR 3 piece parlor sets for gal. drum. Buy in bulk and save.
to let, hot and cold water, flush. stayed in China until forced to
The service of Holy Communion
Roekland. Maine
12.So a. m. to 8 a. m. Apply or
sale, $50 up; several bedroom SEARS. ROEBUCK & CO. 41-49
CALL 694-W.
42-44 leave by the communists. Re
42-44 call WALDOECRO. TEmple 2vill be observed at 11 a m. at the
sets, $40 up; many overstuffed
APT. in Rockland to let, 3 rms., cently she has been doing mis
USED Universal (tank type)
FOR SALE
5362.
41-42 MISCELLANEOUS private bath. furn. or un u n..
Methodist
Church.
Elizabeth
chairs, end heater, china closets Vacuum Cleaner for sa’e excelsionary
work
in
the
Philippine
Furnished cottage at Megunti-, 50 or 60 Cedar Posts wanted. 7'
TV set, many other items at re ent shape, $25. R. J. COMPTON.
Roberts wil! play for the prelude;
iirsit floor. Adults. Tel. HARD
WATCH
for
opening.
May
1st.
Islands. An invitation is extended
cook Lake with dock, boat, and I
duced prices. ELSIE WALLACE 108 Beech Street.
41-45
Moment Musical" by Van Woert
41-43 garage. Attractive cottage in 1 or 8’ long for fencing fire hose. of EDDIE ROBBINS PAINT AND ING at Thomaston 48.
to the public to come and hear her
Warren. Tel. CRestwood 3-2551
Contact RALPH CLINE. Select- WALLPAPER STORE Main St
ROOM
with
board
to
let.
Tel.
>n;l as an offertory, "Close To
nice wooded section. $8500.
40-42
man. Spruce Head. Tel Roekland Thomaston. Burgess and Forbes Thomaston 213. MRS. J. M. CAR message. Services will be held at
My Sivioi " by Mai shall. Rev.
BOATS & MOTORS Two new ranch style homes | 58-M1.
’
40-42 paint. Discount to all customers. NEY
GOOD USED ( ARS
41-43 West Rockpoit at 9.30 a. m. and
with
all
latest
improvements
and
David W. Bell will speak briefly
We finance our own cars. No
GENERAL
Housework
wanted
I
won
’
t
be
under
sold.
Brush
and
at
the
Rockport
Baptist
Church
FIVE or Six Room Apt. to let
43 FT. Nova Scotia work boat excellent basements. Good neigh
finance or interest charge. MUN
on the text. Romans 2:28. The
by
day
or
hour.
TEL.
436-MK
g->
”
ay
painting
wanted.
Inside
flush or complete bath. TEL. 135 at 10.45.
SEY AUTO SALES, 131 North wdth 115 H. P. Chrysler Marini borhood locations.
40 42 and out. Free Estimates, lldie or 760.
Church will also observe a serv
40-4f
Four rooms and flush on first after 4.
Main Street.
16-tf engine for sale, hydraulic steering
HOARDER
want.'d
Oi.l
a-*
ROBBINS.
T
p
I.
1570-W.
4
i I.
ice of Baptism at the morning
and
self
bailing.
$3500.
Tell
floor.
Four
rooms
and
new
bath
TWO
Room
and
Bath
Apt.
to
PIGS and Shoats for sale.
40 42
NOTICE'
' 38-13 on second floor. Barn-garage and svst. m. 59 U.ROADWAY
worship hour.
let. furn.. heated.
Adults only.
GREENLAW
FARMS, Lincoln ROCKLAND 420.
”~MAS6?Twork"wanted, chimneys'
After this date I will pay n< $’0 weekly. Apply in person' to
large lot. $8750.
The Church School will be at
ville Avenue, Belfast, Maine.
Six rooms and both on large lot fireplaces, cellar floors, block bills o?her than those contracted CHAMPLIN, 2 Orange Street, 5.3C
154-lt
9
30
a. m. under the direction of
SERVICES
foundations, also asphalt roofs by myself.
Good locat on on Route 1.
to 7 p. m.
40-42
You may just nut lie getting tin
our new superintendent Harold
AL April 1. 1957.
Iron, Iodine and Vitamins Hi and
See
F.
II.
WOOD,
Court
H/iu-e
and
general
carpentering.
FURN.
Apt.
to
let
on
first
floor
LAWN Mowers Sharpened, also
Bit you need for normal strength
New Massey-Harris
GIDEON WINCHENBACH
Lash. The Youth Fellowship will
Rockland. Maine
FRED NICKLES. Mason. Tel.
Apply to MRS. MILLS, 11 Masonic
scissors,
knives,
chisels
and
and energy. Trv FERKIZAN for
23-tf
40*42
969-M.
P
O
Box
493
42-43
join with the youth of Cushing at
3S-tf
planer blades; and welding and
R0 days! FERKIZAN arts fast'
TRACTORS
AVON C ALLING"
You must eat better—rest better
ALL kinds of old painted com
Cushing tonight for a program
brazing. BERT’S MACHINE INCOME PROPERTY FOR SALE
FOR RENT
—look better- feel better —
Learn how to earn money. Spe-1
$275 Dll.. $25.37 per I
I will pay $10
9 room house central location, modes wanted.
SHOP. 11 Bayview Square. Tel.
under the leadership of Rev. Mr.
HOSPITAL Beds Folding Wheel
stronger
—
more
energetic
—
or
1383-W.
40-tf good repair, bath and extra toilet, each for the lift top variety. Will cial training assures you of steady Chairs. Tel. 939. UNITED HOME
W. S. Piilsbury & S
your motley refunded. Get
B ’ll. The evening Hymn Sing will
income.
Easy
and
simple
method
also
pay
top
prices
for
all
kinds
automatic
heat
and
hot
water,
FERRIZAN tod n
at , price
W A 11 fc v ILLi
SUPPLY CO.. 579-589 Main St
WILL GO anywhere:
he at the Broad Cove Church in
starts,’ou earning quickly. Con
of
old
pine
and
maple
furniture
you
ran
afford.
10(i
Tablet«
1
.5
S
with
income
$150
monthly.
For
Rockland, Maine.
12-S-tf
For inside or outside painting,
<;OODNOU‘S PHARMACY
. Cushing at 7 p. m.
39-S-42 also paper hanging. Call FRANK further information write BOX in any quantity. Write or phone tact MRS. E. LEBRUN. Mgr
FURN. Apt. to let—special—will
W.
J.
FRENCH.
10
High
Street,
Hampden
Highlands.
Tel,
phon,
775.
Rockland.
41-tf
USED Oil Ranges for sale, white BRIDGES, JR. The best of work
accommodate
one
or
two
adults
porcelain oil and elec comb., gas fully guaranteed.
SIX Room House with full bath Camden, Maine, Tel. CEdar 6 Bangor 3258 or Hamden 102. co’ Central location. Bedroom, bath
Tel. Rockland
15-tf lect
6 P- m4
and oil comb. A. C. McIX)ON CO., 1624-R.
39 tf and sunporch near North School 3759.
DURING OUR
kitchen bar etc., heated. Refer J
DO YOU NEED HELP?
Tel 1510.
143-tf
DON
’
T
Discard
Your
Old
or
for
sale.
Full
cellar,
oil
furn.,
hot
ences.
TEL. 1620.
40-42 |
FREE INSPECTION
Write
to
REV.
RUTH
MATHXA8
9x12 LINOLEUMS for sale, reg
3rd ANNIVERSARY SALE
SEPTIC Tank and Cesspool water and garage. A-l cond. Antique Furniture. Call H. JOHN Marriage — Personal Counselor
UPSTAIRS Unfurn. Rent to let.
TELEPHONE 78-M. 40*42 NEWMAN for restoring and reular $10.95 for $6.95
NORTH cleaned and repaired, reasonable. $8300
Five
rooms
and
bath.
Newly
»ena
nve
questions,
stamped
en

flnishing.
48
Masonic
Street,
Tel
EASTLAND
TRADING
POST, Free estimate. 24 hour service.
BEGINNING MONDAY, APRIL 8
LOTS for sale.
Two 100 x450’., 1lfw. ,,
1-tf velope and donation to 827 Broad decorated. No objection to chil
Thomaston.
1-tf Tel. ROCKLAND 8680.
33-tf Samoset Road. Rockland. CALL,
dren. CHARLES L. CHASE. 172
way,
Everett.
Mass.
35-tf
LOBSTERS wanted. Top prices
PIPE FOR SALE
34-tf
Camden Street, Tel. 758-J. 42“44
CHANEY H. RIPLEY. Rug Up 1730.
~WELL! UEIXf WELL'.
paid for good stork. REGAI.
Black and galvanized. All sizes j
DTr'tzNTXPT
i
ubyi
l
holstery
and
Auto
Seat
Cleaning
TWO Room Apt. to let, heat,
LOBSTER CO.. Rockland 17115.
If
it
is
water
you
need,
write
ow prices. BICKNEDL MFG. CO , Servlt(,
A),
antee„fc
COTTAGES
HO/KFS
.
_______________________ 152-tf R. W. DRINKWATER. Well Drill water and elec., complete kitchen
yme Street________________ rtf Tel. ROCKLAND 940-K.
32-tl
ette. All new. TEL. 492 or 1755
BABY Parakeets for sale, full
’
WE BUY Scrap Iron, Metals, ing Contractor, P. O. Box 135
36-tf
PAINTING and Paperhanging,
Camden. Tel. 2768.
Installment
line of parakeet foods and mineral
Rags and Batteries.
plan also available, no down pay
ONE 2 rm. unheated and un
health grit. GRACE’S GARDENS, inside and outside work. All work
MORRIS GORDON aud SON'
Mrs. Charles A. Swift, 9 Booker guaranteed. Will furnish material.
Leland Street
Rockland ment necessary. Member of New furn. apt. to let, gas range and
AL
Street, Thomaston, Tel. 374
1-tf Work accepted any place.
150tf England and National Association H&C water. Call 677 between 8
BERT BROWN, Tel. 451-R.
k ’We are able to book more work a. m. to 5 30 p. m. or COUSENS
FISH Weir for sale, good condi
Have your chimneys cleaned.
32-tf
now.
l-tf REALTY. Tel. 1538.
tion. complete with dories, run
17-tf
*
w»UNFURN. Three Rm. Apt. with
SAW Filing and Tool Grinding
Rockland. Maine
Clayt
Bitler
ning twine, nylon seine, nylon and
i-iiii.F a iiuiists
promptly done. All work guaran bath to let Elec, stove and re
1647-W
cotton pocket, pile driver, etc.
Building Contractors
teed R. F and D. R EATON. Tel. frig
thermostatic heat and hot
Tel. ROCKLAND 420.
38-43
Wants
To
See
You
About
COMMERCIAL
FARMS
Tel. 178-11
361-W Rockland.
106-tf water.
TEL. 1616.
40-tf
NEW and Used Furniture and 50 High Street. Thomaston. Maine
Fly Northeast Airlines, eonnee
TWO 3-rm. Unfurn. Apta. to let
Appliances for sale. The country Kitchen-Bathroom Tile A Linoleum
Goodyear Tires
tions
made
(or
all
lines Oil heat.
Second floor. Adults
HOMES
store with country prices. Open
FARMS
Fouuuauons - Chimneys
135-tf GIFFORDS Roekland. Me
89 11 only. Ref. required. 45 TALBOT
dally until 8 p. m. and Sunday
Remodeling & House-Builders
AVENUE.
29*31-tf
afternoons. Free gifts to newly
Betty F. McIntosh
Free Estimates
PAINTING and Paperhanging CESSPOOLS AND SEPTIC TANKS
weds from Knox and Lincoln ______________________________ 119-tf !
FURNISHED Heated and Un
i nslde and out. all work positiveh Cleaned, repaired and installed
Counties.
Church St., Rockport
' Guaranteed Will furnish material Automatic
cleaning equipment. heated Apts, to let. V. F. Studley
WE repair and service all I
THE YANKEE TRADER
Tel. 1234. or 77 Park
Tel. ( Edar 6-3968
I York accepted Warren to Camden Free inspection and estimates. Broadway
I makes of sewing machines and
Wilmot Dow. Proprietor
29-tl
If No Answer, 6-3582
Estimates free.
VAN E. RUS- SANI SEPTIC SERVICE, locally Street, Tel. 8060.
U. S. Route 1, Waldoboro, Maine vacuum cleaners. SINGER SEW
38-tf «ELL. Phone 676-M Post Officf owned and operated. Tel. Camden
THREE Room Apartment on
395 Main
37-44 ING MACHINE CO.,
CEdar 6-2687
72-tf Main Street to let, unfurnished
Street, Rockland, Tel. 1724.
8-tl
for sale. Hot 701 Rnrldnnri
FIVE Room Hous,
tenetian BIin<ls-Window Shades
heated. TEL. 1870.
11-ti
garage and furniture included.
Twenty-four
Hour
PhotzTServ
’
Made To Fit Your Windows
FIVE Room Unfurnished Up
Ice. Ask for it at your local store A'so. 4 room cottage and cabin
All Styles and Colors
stairs Apt. to rent. TEL. 541. 2-t
or at GIFFORD'S. Roekland, Me. furniture goes svith both. MAUR
Free Estimates — Call
ICE JONES. Tel. 1542-W1. 40-42
FIVE-Room Unfurnished Apar
Itl
BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITY
Tel. 939

Feel Tired, Worn-Out,
Older than you should?

V

UNITED HOME SUPPLY CO.
579-589 Main St. Rockland Maine
136-S-tf

NOW

is the time

to trode in

^our

Jeep vehicle

PARK STREET MOTORS, Inc.
68 Park St
TeL 700

39-S-42

Rockland - Maine
18-EOS-tf

o

Cousens" Realty

Modern 2 Bay Texaco Station

Business Opportunities
Cottages,. Lots and Dwellings]

For Lease

nent to let, hot and cold wate
.upplied.
Located
in
Bicknei
Rock. Not heated. CHARLES E
(ICKNELL. U, Realtor. Phon.
647-W.
32-tl

FURN. and Unfurn Apts, to let.
Adults. Inquire in person at 11
IAMES STREET.
108-tl

SI LIMEROCK ST.

TEL 1538
AflNM from Poal Office
18

Established Business On Route 1 In Camden

CALL ROCKLAND 1699 ar CEdar 64271
35-tf

THREE rms. plus new full bath
and new Youngstown sink to let
turn, or unfurn. Adults pref. Ref
required.
Inquire in person ai

i U JAMES ST.

ISItt

11

fyaal'fllatteri

1

I

■8

r

n r

i

1

Opportunity Class of the First
Baptist Church met April 4 at 7.30
p. m. with Pauline Saunders of
Orange Street.
Devotions were
led by Helen Bean.
Hostesses
were: Pauline Saunders, Elva
Johnson, Lillian Joyce and Alice
Kaler.

Mias Carol Elwell entertained!
guests at a birthday supper Wed
nesday evening at her home at 9
Berkeley street. Those attending
were: Miss Charlotte Cook. Miss
Dianne Merrill, Miss Alberta
Sprague. Mr. and Mrs. Milton El
well, Mis. Sidney Sprague, and
Mrs. Ruth Luce.

The third and final review in a
series sponsored by the Library
Advisory Board will be held at
the library on Thursday, April 11, i
at 8 o'clock in the evening when
Mrs. Margaret Pattershall, Ele- I
mentary Supervisor with the State '
Department of Education, will1
speak on "Children’s Books". |
Mrs. Pattershall will be remem- j
bered by many Rockland people,
having taught at the Crescent
Street School for several years.
Prior to her present position, she
held the same post in the City of
Lewiston and was superintendent
of student training of teachers at
Farmington State Teachers’ Collego.

Miss Mildred Copeland has re
turned to Roberts Wesleyan Col
lege. North Chili. N. Y.. after
spending the spring vacation at
her home.

Girl Scout Troop 13 held their
election of officers at the last
meeting with Ruth Ann Loker
elected as president of the troop
for the coming year. Other offi
cers elected were: vice president.
Gail Rowling: secretary, Kath
erine Gray: treasurer. Carol Es
corsio; flag bearers. Donna Brack
ett and Patricia Coombs; color
guards, Gayle Carver and Bar
bara Childs. During this meeting
Ruth Ann Loker gave a demon
stration in bandaging in prepara
Mrs. Evelyn King was given a
tion for her First Aid badge. , i surprise stork shower at the regu
lar meeting of the FEW Class,
Mrs. Leona Pierpont was chair Thursday evening at the home of
man of the supper served at the Mrs. Norma Philbrook Dunton,
regular meeting of the Canton avenue. Mrs. King was presented
Auxiliary Wednesday night at the many gifts attractively arranged
IOOF Hall. Plans were made to in a cradle following a work meet
attend the Battalion meeting in ing of the class at which time
Augusta, April 39. It was voted sewing on layettes was completed ,
to send cards to member Mrs. for the missionary in Arizona. 1
Minnie Smith who is a patient at Those present were: Mrs. Ruth
the Veteran's Administration Hos , Benner, Mrs. Madeline Shaw,
pital in Boston also to remember Mrs. Helen Fogarty, Mrs. Mae
shut-in members with Easter Philbrook, Mrs. Mildred Hart,
cards. Mrs. Esther Keating was Mrs. Gloria Spinney, Mrs. Gladys
installed as chaplain and Mrs. | Tolman, Mrs. Esther Ramsdell,
Lena Rollins as right aide to the Mrs. Annie Ames and Mrs. Jeanne
vice president at a special installa McClure. Delicious refreshments
tion at the close of the meeting.
were served by the hostess. The
next meeting will be Thursday,
Congregational high school April 11, at the home of Mrs. June
youth from the Congregational Herrick, Pearl street, Camden.
Churches of Knox and Lincoln
counties will be meeting Sunday
Mrs. Earl MacWilliams enter
afternoon and evening at the tained the Tonian Circle Wednes
Boothbay Harbor church.
The day evening at her home on Chest
program begins with registration nut street. During the short busi
at 2.30, and the formal meeting ness meeting conducted by presi
opens at 3. In addition to busi dent Miss Katherine Veazie. plans
ness there will be a discussion were discussed for a family night
session when members report on supper at the church in May.
the "best meeting I ever attend Members attending were Mrs.
ed’’. Following a box lunch sup Donald Farrand, Mrs. Clinton
per «.vith beverage furnished by Bowley, Mrs. William Robbins,
the host church, there will be Mrs. Ardrey Orff, Mrs. Frederic
an evening worship service con Lewis, Mrs. Oliver Holmes, Mrs.
ducted by the Rockland group un Sidney Radcliffe, Mrs. Ralph Nutt,
der the direction of Miss Joann M rs. Burton
Flanders,
Mrs.
Hudson, Faith Commission Chair Charles Schofield, Mrs. Geofrge
man for Lincoln Association. Rev. St. Clair, Mrs. Alfred Benner, Mrs.
Charles McAsplin will be the eve Carrie Palmer, Miss Katherine
ning
speaker.
The
Rockiand Veazie, Miss Gladys Blethen and
group will meet at the church at Miss Margaret Nutt. Mrs. Marcia
1.30 on Sunday, with an adult in Flick was a guest. Refreshments
every car, either as driver or were served by the hostess at the
cha,perone.
social hour.

Volunteers the week of April 8th
at the cancer office will be: Mon
day, Mrs. Christopher Roberts and
Mrs. Sanford Delano, Rockland;
Tuesday, Mrs. Carl Littlefield and
Mrs. Frederick Dennison, Thomas
ton; Wednesday, Mrs. Philip Davis,
West Rockport; Thursday, Miss
Elizabeth Leavens, Thomaston and
Mrs. Frank E. McKinney, Rock
land; Friday. Miss Peggy Simms,
Clark Island and Mrs. Ernest
Campbell, Rockland.
j

Social items, parties, w'eddings,
guests, all personal news for tne
Courier-Gazette may be
tele
phoned to Mrs. Margaret Winchen
baugh, Tel. 76, Rockland, or
left at her home, 161 Limerock
street.
tf

Heat Electrically
We Do!
OUR HEAT BALS FOR
TK2 WINTER SO FAR
519.00
Nov. 1956
534.00
Dec. 1956
Jon. 1957
S50.00
Feb. 1957
S38.00
This heat servies a family
of 5 in a seven room house.
Each room has its own
thermostat.

We offer Free estimates
and planning, why not enjoy
the world's most modern and
economical heat. Come see
it in Full operation. We are
open 'til 9 p. m., 7 days a
week.

R. F. BLAISDELL

& Co.

Mrs. Eleanor Lewis was in
charge of the covered dish sup
per Thursday night at the Odds
and Ends assisted by Mrs. Chris
tine McMahon, Mrs. Edna Mon
teith, Miss Barbara Morse, Mrs.
Maizie Newcomb and Mrs. Char
lotte Newhall. It was decided at
this meeting to attend the Maun
dy Thursday services in a body'
meeting at the church. It was
also decided to devote the entire
May 2 meeting to assorting and
counting the General Mills and
Pillsbury coupons, ordering the
necessary articles. All those hav-!
ing coupons should turn them in
on or before this meeting. Colored
slides of the various Sunday
School classes were shown by Miss
Barbara Morse following the busi
ness meeting.
At the Thursday night meeting
of the Theta Rho Girls the pos
sibility of having a yearly project
to benefit “Cystic Fibrosis” was
thoroughly discussed and plans
made to start such a project as
soon as Information could be ob
tained. Final arrangements were
made for the food sale with
Bonnie Rackliffe and Susan Eaton
working as co-chairmen. It was
voted to hold a fudge sale at thc
Rebekah District meeting held in
Rockland on May 11. Miss Ruth
Rogers and Miss Ruth Ann Jackson were appointed as transporta
tion committee to make arrange
ments to go to Farmington in
May.

The WFC Club met Wednesday i
at the IOOF Hall for an all day
work meeting. Mrs. Marguerite
Grindle, president, presided over |
the business meeting at which
time Mrs. Shirley Rollins was
elected treasurer upon the resig
nation of Mrs. Lina Carroll. Din
ner was served at noon by Mrs.
Elizabeth Moody and Mrs. Lillian
Johnson assited by Mrs. Ella
Creamer, Mrs. Faustina Crockett
and Mrs. Jennie Feyler. The af
ternoon session was devoted to
sewing for charitable causes.

The first in a series of card
parties sponsored by the favor
committee of tlie Business and
Professional Women’s Club was
held Wednesday night at the home
of Mrs. Joyce Champlin. Orange
street. Prizes of hand decorated
felt glass cases which were made
and donated by Mrs. Bessie Nye,
were awarded to Mrs. Madlene
Jackson. Mrs. Bessie Church,
Mrs. Maizie Magitz. Mrs. Jeanne
Estes, Mrs. Helen Plummer and
Mrs. Ruth Duff.
The mystery
prize, donated by Mrs. Lida Gonia,
chairman of the International Re
lations committee, was awarded
to Mrs. Bessie Nye. Assisting
Mrs. Champlin in serving were
Miss Eva Rogers. Miss Ruth
Emery, Mrs. Julettie Cross and
Mrs. Irene Adolphsen.
Mrs. Guy Nicholas was honored
at a family supper party Wednes
day evening in observance of her
birthday at the home of her par
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Ed
wards. Members of the family
present were Mr. and Mrs Guy
Nicholas and daughter Gail. Mr.
and Mrs. Howard Edwards and
sons Philip and Howard and Mrs.
John Stevens of Forestville, Conn,
The Women’s Association enter
tained all the ladies of the Con
gregational Church Wednesday af
ternoon at a parish tea with Mrs.
Cleveland Sleeper serving as
chairman. Mrs. Charles Monteith
and Miss Charlotte Buffum acted
as greeters while pouring were
Mrs. Fred Knight, Mrs. Fred Bird.
Mrs. Robert Stevens. Jr., Mrs.
Francis Orne and Mrs. Roland
Smith. Program chairman, Mrs.
Walter Barstow, presented Mrs.
Robert Lindquist whose interesting
talk and colorful slides of her
European tour were warmly re
ceived. She also made the dedi
cation of the Women’s Association
annual gift to the church. Mrs.
Lindquist who leaves soon to
make her home in Falmouth, was
presented a gift from thc group,
as a farewell gesture by Mrs. Har- [
old Leach.

Past Presidents of the Rockland
Emblem Club were honored Thurs
day night at a lobster newburg
supper served by Mrs. Marguerite
Brewer Chairman, assisted by
Mrs. Bernice Holbrook and Mrs.
Myrtle Nelson in the kitchen and
Mrs.
Marie
Brewer,
dining
room, assisted by Mrs. Bernadette
Manseau, Mrs. Tillie Anastasio
and Mrs. Perniee Freeman. Mrs.
Dorothy Noyes, acting as toastmistress. introduced past presi
dents, Mrs. Adah Roberts, Mrs.
Thelma Parsohs, Mrs. Vivian
Whittier and Mrs. Ellen Roes, all
who made brief remarks. Past
president. Mrs. Phyllis Brewer
who was unable to attend because
of Illness was also honored. Mrs.
Constance MacPhail. Incoming
president, rendered a vocal solo
during the ceremony. At the busi
ness meeting which followed, do
nations were made to the Red
Cross, Cancer Fund and Easter ;
Seals Fund. Tenative plans were
also made for a rummage sale in
May for the benefit of the Crippled
Childrens’ Fund with Mrs. Mar-1
guerite Brewer appointed as chair
man. The annual reports were•
read and approved. Mrs. Margery,
Lawrence and Mrs. Lyyll Stanley
were welcomed as new members
and initiated into the organization.
Mrs.
Margaret Fish received
the
door
prize.
Thc
next
meeting
will
be
a
social
meeting with Mrs. Vivian Whittier
as chairman. Sidney Cullen will
be guest speaker and show colored
slides of his trip to Mississippi.

Airman Malcolm E. Smith, 21,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Earl Smith,
Warren, is completing the first
phase of his basic military train
ing at thc "Gateway to the Air
Force”, Lackland Air Force Base,
San Antonio, Texas.
Upon completion of this train
ing. he will be assigned to an Air
Force technical training course or
an advanced basic training course
leading to a specialized Air Force
Job.

[*> .

Early arrivals for the birthday event Thursday Included, from
left to right In the front row: Robert Seymour, Mrs. Annette Brooks.
Mrs. Martha Viik, Mrs. Edith Erickson, Mrs. Lois Harjula, und
Mrs Lillian Keller. Second row: Vaughn Ellis, Miss Elizabeth

Pierce, Albert Harjula, Mrs. Graee Chapman, Mrs. Mary Foss and
Mrs. Lucy Lowe. In the third row ure: Mrs. Susie Ausplund, Mrs.
Mildred Merrill and A. Hamilton Boothby.
Photo by Cullen

Alice Walker, Anna Coughlin,
Members of a panel, “Informa Carolyn Bird, Darrell Spencer.
Marie Gardner, Ann Peterson,
tion Center U. S. A.’’, were:
Patricia Stratton. Robert Mont
George Johnson, Martha Viik, gomery and Peter Corey.
Mina Boardman, Albert Harjula.
Officers of the Rockland Teach
Charles Grant, Margaret Sim ers Association are: Mrs. Martha
mons, Vaughn Ellis, Edith Erick Viik, president; Joel Fisk, vice
son, Richard Seymour, Lois Har president; Mrs. Lucy Lowe, sec
retary: and Mrs. Helen Young,
jula and A. Hamilton Boothby.
The celebration committee was treasurer.
made up of Susie Ausplund, Eliza
The National Educational Asso
beth Pierce and Mildred Merrill ciation represents the 1,103.009
with Lillian Keller and Annette public school teachers in the
Brooks on the hospitality commit United States, about 72 per cent of
tee.
whom are women.
Special guests were members of
According to figures compiled
the Future Teachers of America by' the Association, both men and
Chapter at Rockland High School: I women give daily instruction in

The Rockland Teachers’ Asso Simmons and Susie Ausplund.
ciation observed thc lCfith anni

versary of the founding of the Na

tional Education Association with
ceremonies held during a meet

ing at North School Thursday eve

ning.
The meeting opened with a can

dlelight ceremony in one of the
classrooms and -.vas followed by

the singing cf, "Follow The
Gleam", by Margaret Dow and
Rachel Hill, acco npanied by Mary
Foss.
Refreshments included a birth
day cake.
Pouring were: Susi«
Sleeper. Addie Rogers, Margaret

their classrooms to an average of
129 pupils.
The average salary for men
across the nation is $4 374 per
year and for women, $3,932.
Among the women, who teach
mostly in elementary grades,
more than one-half are married
and are the mothers of one child.
Eighty-three per cent of the male
teachers are married and have
either one or two children.
If the women teachers had it to
do over again, they have been
quoted as saying, more than 80
per cent would be teachers.
Among the men, only 54 per cent
are sure that they would follow
teaching.

ager of the William G. Brown
Not every man is as black as
Company and Mr. Garland is a he is painted, nor is every man aa
carpenter with John C. Morris of white as he is whitewashed.
Nuptials In
Into Problems
West Gloucester, Mass.
The couple will make their
Gloucester
Of Town Schools
It’s easy enough to fill another
home with Mrs. Athearn.
person’s shoes—it's filling his hat
The Union PTA held an interest
Miss Lucille R. Hall, formerly
Lieutenant Robert S. Adams,
that presents the problem.
important
discussion of Camden, became the bride of
son of Dr. and Mrs. William Brad ing and
Capt.
Whitmore
ford Adams of Owls Head, is pre period for their April meeting on Ralph L. Garland on Saturady
sently enrolled in primary pilot Wednesday evening.
evening, March 16. at the home of Cancer Crusade
training at Moore Air Base, Texas.
Questions had been placed in a her aunt, Mrs. Flora Athearn, 37
City Chairman
A graduate of Hotchkiss Prep
box by the parents. Mr. Trask, Concord Street, Gloucester, Mass.
ON HOME HEATINO...WITH 1
High School, Lakeville, Cor.n ,
as moderator, read them and the
Rev. Edward A. Jones, pastor
Captain Charles H. Whitmore of
Lieutenant Adams later attended
teachers and parents joined in thc of the Trinity Congregational 294 Broadway, a retired sea cap
Colby College, Waterville where
discussion.
Church officiated.
tain, has been named chairman
*
—■ "
he received his Bachelor of Arts
At the end of the meeting it
Attending the couple were the
degree in Psychology.
r lanr«<*** 1
of thc 1957 Rockland Cancer Cru
was Ute general opinion that al bridegroom’s sister and brotherUpon completion of this train
sade, it was announced Friday.
OIL
1
most all of the problems present in-law, Mr. and Mrs. William
GUA**Nnt 1
ing. Lieutenant Adams will be as
Captain Whitmore will head the
ed could be solved if the parents Waugh.
I HEAT
gAViNO*
signed to a basic pilot training
business
management
cf the
of Union really wanted them
Mrs. Garland is personnel man
base of the Flying Training Air
Rockland drive as well as the
solved enough to pay the extra
Force, where he will receive
men's
activities
divison.
In
A. C. McLoon Co.
expense.
sibility; the brook which runr
either single engine jet or multi
harge of the women's activities
ROCKLAND
It was also generally agreed through the playground; wood:
TEL. 51
engine pilot training.
livision is Mrs. Robert Stevens of
105-tf
that home discipline and training safety course in high school.
14 Warren Street.
in safety and health habits is
Also, advance menus for, h'"
The Crusade will be held one
most important and that the lunch; guidance program to de
vening, April 39, consisting of a
teachers’ job is to review these tect in early grades the childrer
ouse to house canvass by volunand re-emphasize.
who need emotional help; import
eer workers between 6.30 and
The discus-ions were a remind ance of discussing behavior prob
'30 p. m.
er to those present that the PTA lems as well as learning problem,
Also announced Friday were thc
serves a real need in the commu with teachers; need for more
hairman of Rockland's seven
nity and that more communica facilities for promoting the hea'.t!
varcls. They include: Mrs. Richtion between the parents and the habit of washing hands before
teachers of their children can re eating; the problem of the large rrd Harden. Ward 1; Mrs. Michsult in a better school and a bet classes with the brighter children rel DiRenzo, Ward 2; Mrs. Walter
lay. Ward 3; Mrs. Samuel Small,
ter learning program.
and slower children, both lack
iVard
4; Mrs. Sanford Delano,
The questions presented by par ing the extra attention they need;
ents coveied the subjects of and the annual problem "Why is Ward 5; Mrs. B. J. Miller, Ward
school
bus
safety,
discipline, it eo difficult to get officers for 6; and Mrs. Harold Look. Jr.,
Treat Your Home Ta
Ward 7.
driver’s pay and driver’s respon- thc PTA7”.
1
Top Performance

Union P.T.A. Digs

Garland-Hall

TIM KE1¥

1
1

SERVICE

&

Sharp, clear TV Images; statie

Airman Joseph M. W. MacMil
lan, 19, son of Mr. and Mrs. Gar
field
MacMillan,
West
Main
street, Thomaston, is completing
the first phase of his basic mili
tary training at the "Gateway to
the Air Force”, Lackland Air
Force Base, San Antonio, Texas.
Upon completion of this traili
ng, he will be assigned to an Air
Force technical training course or
an advanced basic training course
leading to a specialized Air Force
job.
Like the USAF Officer Candi
date and Pre-Flight Schools, also
located at Lackland, basic mili
tary training lays the groundwork
for either an on-the-job assignment
or vocational schooling in line
with capability of the individual.

MOTH PROTECTION

FREE!
SANEX FREE MOTH PROTECTION
IS NOW A PART OF

Pine Cone Gift Shop. Jet. Routes
free radio reception . . . thesi
1 and 90, Warren, re-opening for
watching and Ustening pleasure:
are yours when you rely on Hi
the season, April 1. Open daily
for prompt, efficient aervlci
and Sundays. New enlarged shop
and repairs.
W’ith various lines of merchandise
every week including: Royal Al
Richards
bert Bone China, “cup of the
Radio - Television]
month”.
For Easter, the Daisy
pattern and for Mother’s Day, the
SALES and SERVICE
Hawthorne pattern, also a com
197 MAIN ST.
THOMASTON I
plete line of Norcross All Occa
Day rhone 151-1 . Nights, 151-3]
sion Honey Bunny greeting cards. (_ _ _
lSl-8-tf|
39-40 and*42

Collins & Foss, Inc.
IS THE TIME;

REGULAR CLEANSING SERVICE

TO ORDER

WIN A FREE TRIP!.
To promote this service, The SANEX CORP., is

DRY MOP

offering THREE FREE TRIPS, namely Europe, Cuba,

Florida for two, all expenses paid. Just come in to either
the Rockland or Camden Store and sign your name.

There are no slogans to write and no purchase is required.

FIBER
Light and
easy to use.
Reversible.

BROOM
CALI O« WRITE

After four years ahsence from my mother's Gift Shop and
lee Cream Parlor — known to everyone as FANNIE'S, I am
re-opening

after

complete

renovation

Monday,

April

8th.

Serving our usual sundaes and banana splits, also sandwiches,

Light groceries - gifts - greet

Evelyn Morris Hunnewell

Films Developed

f*

ENLARGED
(■
EX-41 M1M) PKINTS
IN ALBUMS
IS EXP
— 16 F.XF 60r
SO EXP 61.00 — .16 EXP SI.75
— ( OIXIK DEVELOPED —
S - IS - 16 EXP ROLI4* SI.4HI
SO EXP ROLLS 61..W
M EXP ROLLS SS.M
Plea we Remit With (oln Or Cheek

8

DELUX PHOTO SERVKE
42-S-45

AN EDUCATED PEOPLE MOVES
FREEDOM FORWARD

NEW ROCKLAND LOCATION

DISTRIBUTORS

"WE INVITE DEALZRS"

Rockland Teachers Observe'N. E. A. Centennial

Mrs. Carolyn Reichel will bp
supper chairman Tuesday night at
6.30 at the American Legion Auxi
liary meeting.

If time is money then it’s up to
you to save time if you wish to
save money.

ing eards.

Rockport, Me.

Mrs. Marie Rackliffe is a pa
tient at the Maine General Hospi
tal in Portland.

Miss Annette Bisbee S.A. who
has recently completed her boot
training at Bainbridge, Md., is
spending a 14 day furlough with
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Edward
Bisbee. North Main street. Upon
her return to Bainbridge she will
enter radio school for a six
Mrs. John H. Stevens of Forest months training course.
ville, Conn., is visiting with her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Ed
wards. Cedar street while Mr. Service Notes
Stevens is attending a two week
course in Quality Control Analysis
at the General Motors Institute in
Flint, Mich.

RE-OPENING

coffee and homemade pastry.

TEL. CEdar 6-3582

’ascal Ave.

I wnauuy- 11 iui »uu j-ju i «h «ray
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Faga Eight

TENANTS HARBOR

TEL 100

MAINE
43-lt

P. O. Box 546. Dept. A
BAR HARBOR. MAINE

39-tf

We will be in a n ew location shortly in Rockland. Directly
across the street. We were forced lo vacate as building has been
sold.

Collins & Foss, Inc.

$2.39

Call ar Write

$2.89
Rockland, Rockport and Camden Dealer:
F. L CLARK
93 Limerock St. — Rockland — Telephone 614

CLEANSERS
Camden

Rockland

Authorized .Agency for Watkins

Thomaston, Waldoboro and Warren Dealer:
CARL GRIFFITH
58 Brewster St. — Rockland — Telephone 13-J
38-EOI-i

